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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

USING THE INTEGRATIVE MODEL OF BEHAVIORAL PREDICTION TO
UNDERSTAND GAY MEN’S BELIEFS, INTENTION, AND BEHAVIOR ON PREP
UPTAKE
Antiretroviral treatment pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) is an effective daily prevention
medicine to reduce risks of HIV infections in high-risk populations. The current study
examined PrEP uptake among gay men using the integrative model of behavioral
prediction (IMBP) as the theoretical framework. Briefly, the IMBP states that attitude,
norms, and behavioral control predict intention, which then predicts behavior. The
intention-behavior relationship is moderated by actual control variables: skills and
environmental constraints. To examine how IMBP variables affect PrEP uptake among
gay men, I first conducted formative elicitation interviews with gay men; then I used the
results from the interviews to construct the main survey. Then, the project recruited 500
gay men to participate in the survey, half of whom were PrEP takers and half of whom
were not. The results of path modeling showed that attitudes and norms predicted
behavioral intention, and intention predicted PrEP uptake among gay men. Results of
moderation analyses testing the influence of skills and environmental constraints showed
that HIV knowledge, lack of access to a doctor(s), and lack of health care system
knowledge were significant moderators between intention and PrEP uptake. The practical
implications, theoretical contributions, and empirical advancements were discussed.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Antiretroviral treatment pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) is an effective daily
prevention medicine to reduce the risk of HIV infections in high-risk populations. The
current dissertation examines the factors predicting PrEP uptake among gay men. Gay
men are an important but often underserved population in healthcare and health services.
In 2014, the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) reported that at least three percent
of the male population in the United States identified as gay. A recent Gallup poll
(Newport, 2018) reported that the population of lesbian, gay, and bisexual (LGB) persons
consisted of 4.5% of the overall American population. The percentage can be much
higher depending on the geographical location. For example, more than 15% of the male
adult population in the city of San Francisco identified as gay in 2015 (Grey et al., 2016).
The large majority of the men who have sex with other men (MSM) population are gay
men. An MSM is defined as “a man who has sexual encounters with members of the
same sex.” MSMs present a large range of sexual identifications, including gay, bisexual,
heterosexual, and transsexual. Both MSMs and gay men have been historically
underprivileged in healthcare and have been disproportionately affected by sexually
transmitted diseases (STDs; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2017),
including primary and secondary syphilis, antimicrobial-resistant gonorrhea, and HIV.
The STD infection rates are substantially higher among MSMs than the overall
population. For example, in the United States, MSMs accounted for 80.6% of all reported
male primary and secondary syphilis cases in 2016 and accounted for 37.8% of
antimicrobial-resistant gonorrhea infections in 2016 (cases with information about the sex
of sexual partners; CDC, 2017).
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More than 1.2 million people in the United States are infected with HIV, and
39,513 people were diagnosed with HIV infection in 2015 (CDC, 2016a). The CDC
(2016a) states that the MSM population is the group most affected by HIV infection in
the United States, as MSMs accounted for 82% of all male HIV infection cases in the
United States in 2015. The effectiveness of medications to treat HIV infection has
drastically improved over the last ten years; with adherence to the appropriate
medications, people with HIV can have the same life expectancy as an average adult
(Heitz, 2016). However, a cure for HIV has yet not been developed. Accordingly, the
CDC has emphasized the importance of HIV prevention in high-risk populations, with
prevention measures including consistent condom use and regular HIV testing. Adding to
the prevention arsenal, Gilead Sciences introduced antiretroviral treatment pre-exposure
prophylaxis (PrEP) in 2012 as a new medication to prevent HIV infections among the
high-risk population.
PrEP is the combination of tenofovir and emtricitabine, and it is currently sold
under the name Truvada (manufactured by Gilead Sciences). The medication interferes
with HIV’s ability to copy itself in the human body after a person has been exposed to the
human immunodeficiency virus. The medication was originally approved to treat HIV
infection in 2004 and was approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as a
risk reduction medication for sexually and injection-acquired HIV infections in 2012. The
medication, when used consistently on a daily basis, can reduce the risk of sexual HIV
infection by more than 90% (CDC, 2016b). It was originally recommended for people
who are HIV-negative and in an ongoing sexual relationship with an HIV-positive partner
(a discordant HIV-status partner). However, the CDC extended that recommendation to
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other high-risk groups including MSMs, high-risk heterosexual men and women (e.g.,
heterosexuals who have unprotected sex with people who inject drugs or with bisexual
men), and injection drug users. Specifically, the CDC (2016b) recommends PrEP to “a
gay/bisexual man who has an HIV positive partner, multiple partners whose HIV status is
unknown, has anal sex without a condom, or recently has had a sexually transmitted
disease.”
The current study is focused on PrEP uptake among the largest group of PrEP
users, gay men. PrEP/Truvada is popular in the United States compared to other
countries, and it generates annual domestic sales of approximately $2.4 billion (Wilke,
2017). Gilead Sciences reported that approximately 50,000 people in the United States
started to take PrEP in 2015 (Highleyman, 2016), and 79% of them (roughly 40,000) are
men, and it is estimated that 90% of these men were gay men or MSMs. Although the
number of PrEP users is rising, the current uptake rate is less than 10% of the population
that can benefit from taking PrEP, as the CDC estimated that about 25% of the MSM
population (for a total of 492,000 people) could benefit from taking PrEP (Smith et al.,
2015). Research has found a significant awareness-practice gap among gay men. For
example, Eaton, Driffin, Bauermeister, Smith, and Conway-Washington (2015) found
that approximately 30% of the black MSMs they surveyed were aware of PrEP, but only
3.9% were taking it. A significant proportion of the gay male population has reported that
they are aware of PrEP, but some social and personal factors (e.g., stigma, knowledge)
stopped many of them from taking PrEP (Eaton et al., 2015).
To promote PrEP uptake among gay men, Gilead Sciences and other non-profit
organizations launched several public awareness and marketing campaigns (Wilke,
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2017). These campaigns focused on sexual and erotic messages and used bold and eyecatching statements such as “You can fuck raw. PrEP works. No more HIV” or “I take
PrEP so I can party [sexual parties/group sex].” The messages used in these campaigns
mainly focused on the attitudinal beliefs of “reassurance” and “peace of mind.” Whether
such campaigns were effective remains unknown, as no official campaign assessment
was conducted (to best of my knowledge), but the previous literature (e.g., PérezFigueroa, Kapadia, Barton, Eddy, & Halkitis, 2015) and the in-depth interviews of the
current study found that PrEP was far more socially complex than simply “the peace of
mind” medication for those who like to “party.” These campaigns might have reflected a
limited understanding of the behavior in its target population. As Fishbein and Ajzen
(2010) stated at the beginning of their book Predicting and Changing Behavior, “we
cannot design effective interventions to address social problems without a thorough
understanding of the factors that determine human behavior” (p. 1). To promote
necessary and potential life-saving PrEP uptake among gay men, we first need to
understand what drives and hinders such behavior. Thus, one of the main purposes of the
current study is to understand PrEP uptake among gay men in a thorough and theorydriven manner. To do so, the current study utilizes the integrative model of behavioral
prediction (IMBP) as the theoretical framework to understand this socially complex
behavior.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
I will present the literature review in two sections. First, I will review the
literature on the PrEP uptake in the gay male population. This body of literature has
primarily focused on the social perceptions of PrEP and behavioral prediction of PrEP
uptake among gay men. Second, I will systematically review the current IMBP literature
to show the theoretical stance of the IMBP, to identify the common research practices in
the IMBP empirical research, and to further point out some inconsistencies and issues in
these research.
PrEP Uptake among Gay Men
Although there is an abundance of research on the medical aspects of Truvada,
there seems to be a limited body of research that focuses on the social and behavioral
predictors of PrEP uptake among gay men. It is important to note that although gay men,
or men in general, constitute the vast majority of PrEP users, several articles (e.g.,
Auerbach, Kinsky, Brown, & Charles, 2015; Hill, Patel, Haughton, & Blackstock, 2018)
examined PrEP uptake among high-risk minority women, who are the second largest user
group of PrEP users in the United States (Flash, Landovitz, Mera, Ny, Magnuso, Bush,
& Rawling, 2014). The current literature review focuses on the articles examining PrEP
uptake in the population of interest, gay men.
Social perceptions of PrEP among gay men. Several studies have examined the
social perceptions of PrEP in the news and social media. Schwartz and Grimm (2016)
found that U.S. online news largely expressed uncertainty in their coverage of PrEP,
especially when discussing gay men’s use of PrEP. The authors found that online news
coverage mainly communicated the uncertainty regarding gay men’s PrEP uptake
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through limited information, complex information (e.g., “the other two drugs in Stribild
are elvitegravir, which is a type of drug known as an integrase inhibitor, and cobicistat,
which enhances the effect of elvitegravir”), ambiguity (e.g., “research involving Truvada
could be interpreted in a variety of ways”), and conflicting information (e.g., “what we
found was that condom use increased over time and sexually transmitted infections either
remained at baseline levels or decreased”). Studies also found that social media coverage
of PrEP revealed strong social barriers to gay men’s PrEP uptake. For example, Schwartz
and Grimm (2017) analyzed approximately 1,100 top Twitter posts related to PrEP and
found that the barriers for PrEP uptake among gay men included cost, accessibility (e.g.,
whether one had access to a health care provider who was willing to prescribe PrEP), side
effects, and adherence. McLaughlin et al. (2016) analyzed social representations of PrEP
on Twitter, through approximately 1,500 posts. They found that these posts reflected
several important social concerns regarding PrEP, such as adherence, risk compensation,
efficacy, morality (e.g., the stigma against taking PrEP), and appropriate recipients (e.g.,
who should or will take PrEP). The barriers to gay men’s PrEP uptake identified in news
and social media are consistent with what has been reported by gay men in qualitative
research studies. For example, Pérez-Figueroa et al. (2015) interviewed 100 young gay
men and found that gay men reported the most prominent barriers to PrEP uptake were
costs, adherence regimen, and access.
Moreover, taking PrEP is strongly associated with some stigmas among gay men.
Several studies examined the stigma called “Truvada Whores” targeting gay men, where
a prevention medication has been linked with the stigmatized identity of being “slutty”
and “promiscuous,” which further became a social barrier for gay men to talk about and
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take PrEP (Calabrese & Underhill, 2015; Eaton, Kalichman, Price, Finneran, Allen, &
Makust, 2017; Lugar, 2015). Specifically, Eaton et al. (2017a) surveyed 264 gay men at a
gay pride parade, and they found the idea that “PrEP is for people who are promiscuous
(stigma belief)” was strongly associated with gay men’s lack of interest in using PrEP
and individuals who endorsed such beliefs were more likely to report risky sexual
behaviors. Moreover, a large portion of surveyed gay men reported strong conspiracy
beliefs related to PrEP, where some believed, for example, that the medication was an
unnecessary product “cooked up” by pharmaceutical companies that could be used to
control the gay population (Eaton et al., 2017a).
Behavioral predictors of PrEP uptake. The public health literature has studied
some predictors of PrEP uptake among gay men, in either male couples with
serodiscordant HIV statuses or single, sexually active gay men. Among the male couples
with serodiscordant HIV statuses, while they understand the benefits and advantages of
PrEP uptake (e.g., reducing HIV infection risks; Ngure et al., 2016), they also express
multiple concerns, including condom use (e.g., whether they would consistently use
condoms while on PrEP), concerns about PrEP (e.g., cost, side effects, promoting
sexually risky behavior), and accessibility of PrEP (e.g., whether local pharmacies carry
this medication; Mitchell et al., 2016). These concerns consequentially hindered their
intention to acquire a PrEP prescription and start taking PrEP. Also, some studies have
examined gay men’s acceptance toward PrEP and PrEP uptake, and these studies found
several socioeconomic and behavioral factors that were associated with PrEP
acceptability and uptake. For example, Pérez-Figueroa et al. (2015) interviewed 100
young gay men regarding their attitudes and perceptions of PrEP uptake, and they found
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that young gay men who had a high self-perceived risk for HIV transmission, enjoyed
unprotected sex, and were in a romantic relationship were more likely to accept and take
PrEP. Eaton, Matthews, et al. (2017) surveyed over 1,200 high-risk black men and
transgender women who had sex with men (BMTW) and found that being in a
relationship, testing for HIV in the past six months, and having others be aware of their
sexuality were positively associated with PrEP acceptability.
The health benefits of PrEP to gay men were established by previous and ongoing
clinical research (CDC, 2016b), yet the prescription and uptake rates remain low
nationally. This gap calls for more social scientific research, and although the articles
above have examined PrEP uptake among gay men, to best of my knowledge, there is not
a study that has examined the behavior of PrEP uptake in a systematic and theory-driven
manner. Thus, to understand this multi-faceted behavior, the current study examined gay
men’s PrEP uptake using the integrative model of behavioral prediction.
The Integrative Model of Behavioral Prediction
The integrative model of behavioral prediction (or the integrated behavioral
model; IMBP) is the most recent development in behavioral prediction theory using the
reasoned action approach (Fishbein, 2000; Yzer, 2012). Fishbein first introduced the
IMBP in the 4th AIDS Impact conference in 1999 and later published the IMBP in AIDS
Care (Fishbein, 2000). The IMBP offers an integrative view of behavioral prediction
based on the theory of reasoned action (the TRA; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) and the theory
of planned behavior (the TPB; Ajzen, 1985). The TRA states that attitudes and subjective
norms predict one’s intention to perform a behavior, and such intention then predicts the
behavior. Attitudes are positive or negative evaluations of behavior, and they stem from
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outcome expectancies associated with that behavior (e.g., PrEP can effectively prevent
HIV infection). Perceived subjective norms refer to “the perceived social pressure to
perform or not to perform the behavior in question” (Ajzen, 1991, p. 188). The TPB
extended the TRA by introducing perceived behavioral control as a new predictor of
behavioral intention. Perceived control beliefs, or self-efficacy, refer to a person’s
perceptions of his/her ability to engage in a behavior (e.g., I think I can take PrEP).
Attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control together predict behavioral
intention in the TPB, and then the intention subsequently predicts behavior.
Fishbein (2000) created the IMBP by expanding on the main framework of the
TBP. First, the IMBP added background variables as the distal predictors that had
impacts on attitudes, normative beliefs, and perceived behavioral control. Fishbein and
Ajzen (2010) defined beliefs as subjective probabilities, and these beliefs included
observational, informational, and inferential beliefs. Background variables contribute to
the individual differences in behavioral beliefs, and there can be an unlimited number of
background variables that influence one’s behaviors. Second, Fishbein further specified
two categories of subjective norms: injunctive and descriptive. Injunctive norms refer to
one’s perceptions of what other important people think about the behavior (e.g., my
boyfriend thinks I should take PrEP), and descriptive norms refer to one’s perceptions of
what other important people do (e.g., my boyfriend takes PrEP) regarding a behavior.
Different scholars have used different ways to measure the three behavioral beliefs,
namely attitudes, normative beliefs, and perceived behavioral control. For example, one
of the differences in operationalization is the choices of direct versus indirect measures of
the behavioral beliefs. Direct measures refer to the general and broad assessment of
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attitude, norms, and perceived behavioral control, whereas indirect measures refer to “the
distal indices of the salient behavioral beliefs that inform those broader constructs” (Dai,
Wombacher, Matig, & Harrington, 2017; p. 3). Indirect measures assess not only the
evaluations of beliefs but also the strength with which people hold them. Later sections of
this dissertation will discuss the benefits of using indirect measures of the behavioral
beliefs in IMBP research.
Third and more importantly, Fishbein added actual control variables to the theory.
Specifically, in some cases, the intention-behavior relationship can be moderated by what
Fishbein and Ajzen (2010) call “actual control” variables, or the individual skills and
environmental factors that influence eventual behavior. Fishbein and Ajzen clearly
emphasize the importance of these actual control variables by stating that a behavior is
possible when
1) the person has formed a strong positive intention (or made a commitment) to
perform the behavior; 2) there are no environmental constraints that make it
impossible for the behavior to occur; 3) the person has the skills necessary to
perform the behavior. (p. 19)
Attitudes, normative beliefs, and perceived behavioral control are necessary but
not sufficient for intention to lead to behavior. Actual control variables must be met. For
example, a gay man might have strong intention to start taking PrEP, yet he might
encounter many challenges to his “actual control” on his eventual PrEP uptake. He might
have strong perceived control beliefs about the cost of PrEP (e.g., he thinks that he can
get PrEP for $30 per month; thus he can afford it), and he may have developed a strong
PrEP uptake intention based on his strong perceived control belief. Yet, after he got the
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prescription from his doctor, his pharmacy informed him that the actual cost of the
medication was $350 per month because his insurance did not cover PrEP. He then might
face challenges in his ability to control the cost of the medication (cost can range from
$30 to $450 depending on insurance coverage), and that would stop him from taking
PrEP, despite his intention and strong initial perceived control beliefs about the cost.
Overall, the IMBP posits that background variables affect the formation of the three
behavioral beliefs, namely attitudes, normative beliefs, and perceived behavioral control.
Then, these three behavioral beliefs predict behavioral intention. Depending on the
satisfaction of actual control variables, including skills and environmental constraints,
intention then leads to behavior.
The IMBP was quickly adopted by researchers from various disciplines, including
social psychology (Kasprzyk, Montaño, & Fishbein, 1998), communication (Fishbein &
Yzer, 2003), education (Danter, 2005), and behavioral medicine (Schmid-Mohler, Thut,
Wüthrich, Denhaerynck, & De Geest, 2010). However, when examining the theory and
the empirical research closely, the IMBP and its research are, in fact, intricate and
complex. Examining the current IMBP research, there are some inconsistencies between
the research and the theory itself. To fully understand the theory-research gap in the
IMBP and better design this dissertation, I performed a systematic literature search and
analyzed the empirical IMBP research articles found. The next section of this literature
review presents the details of the systematic literature search, including search words,
search databases, inclusion criteria, and coding criteria for the analysis. Then, I present a
summary of descriptive statistics of all the articles found in the systematic literature
review (e.g., how many articles measured actual control variables).
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Comparing the results of the systematic literature search with the IMBP, I
identified the common practices and several inconsistencies and issues in the current
IMBP research. First, I identified the common research methods to examine the
relationships between behavioral beliefs, intention, and behavior (e.g., cross-sectional vs.
longitudinal). Second, I found inconsistencies in how attitude, normative beliefs, and
perceived behavioral control were measured in the IMBP research; indirect measures
were not often used, and there were variations in how attitudes were measured. Third, I
identified how the current IMBP research defined and measured background variables in
the IMBP. Fourth, I discovered how inconsistencies in statistical analyses created issues
in interpreting the relationships between the three behavioral beliefs and intention. Fifth, I
analyzed how IMBP research measured intention and behavior and how research has
analyzed the relationship between the two. Lastly, I reviewed the IMBP research articles
that measured actual control variables and further identified the issues across these
articles. The common practices of the IMBP research, as well as the inconsistencies and
issues noticed in the results of the systematic literature review, led to the hypotheses and
research questions in the current project.
Systematic Literature Search
Procedures. I searched for articles using six databases: Communication Mass
Media Complete (CMMC), Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health Literature
(CINAHL), PubMed, PsycINFO, Education Resources Information Center (ERIC), and
Medline. The main search terms included integrative model of behavior* prediction,
integrated model of behavior* prediction, and IMBP. The asterisk automatically truncates
the term; for example, behavior* will find behavioral, behaviors, and behavior. I used the
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reference list of one book (Ajzen & Fishbein, 2010) and other meta-analyses on reasoned
action theories (e.g., Armitage & Conner, 2001) to identify additional articles. The search
was completed in March 2017. The search used the following three eligibility criteria.
First, the study needed to be published in a peer-reviewed journal. Second, the study must
have reported using the IMBP; articles using the TPB and TRA were not considered
under the scope of the search. Third, the study must have assessed at least one behavior
or behavioral intention quantitatively.
The search yielded 193 unique results (duplicate results were automatically
eliminated): 39 articles were screened out because they were not published in a peerreviewed journal, 61 articles were excluded because they did not use the integrative
model of behavioral prediction (e.g., in one case, IMBP refers to intestinal mucosal blood
flow), and 52 articles were excluded because they either did not test behavior or
behavioral intention quantitatively. The final sample, then, consisted of 41 eligible
articles (see Tables 1 & 2). I then coded the following components of each article: sample
size, study design (e.g., cross-sectional vs. longitudinal), evidence of formative research,
background or distal variable(s), beliefs and outcome variables (attitude, normative
beliefs, perceived control/ self-efficacy, intention, behavior), actual control variables,
analysis type (e.g., path modeling, bivariate correlation), type of model tested, and
coefficients between IMBP variables. Moreover, seven potential IMBP relationships
were individually coded: the relationship between attitude and intention, attitude and
behavior, norm and intention, norm and behavior, self-efficacy and intention, selfefficacy and behavior, and intention and behavior.
I used the following criteria to code these articles to maintain accuracy and
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consistency. First, the sample size in Table 1 refers to the total sample size. For example,
several studies (e.g., Martines & Lewis, 2016) reported results from multiple samples.
When that occurred, I recorded the combined sample size. Second, the coding relies on
the information provided in the article only. When a research article did not report that
the researchers performed any form of elicitation or formative research, then I coded no
for the formative research section of that article. Third, I used standardized coefficients in
coding. Fourth, the coding used the higher-order and more conservative analysis when
multiple analyses were performed on the same relationship between two same variables.
For example, Brandes, Linn, Smit, and van Weert (2016) examined the relationship
between attitude and intention for cancer patients to express their concerns to their
physicians using both bivariate correlation and hierarchal regression analyses, so I used
the standardized coefficients of hierarchal regression. Lastly, in addition to reporting
multiple samples (e.g., American vs. Israel teenagers; Martines & Lewis, 2016) in one
article, multiple articles (e.g., Kim, Kim, & Niederdeppe, 2015) examined multiple (often
closely related) behaviors separately. In those cases, I followed the conventional practices
of calculating effect sizes from previously published meta-analyses (e.g., Snyder,
Hamilton, Mitchell, Kiwanuka-Tondo, Fleming-Milici, & Proctor, 2004): Specifically,
when reporting the standardized coefficients for a relationship between two IMBP
variables in the current review, I averaged the coefficients across behaviors and/or
populations. When averaging the coefficients, I did not include non-significant
coefficients in the calculation. Detailed results of the systematic literature search are
presented in Tables 1 and 2. Given a large number of variables coded in the systematic
literature search, I split the results into two tables: Table 1 offers information about the
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sample size, whether and how IMBP behavioral beliefs were measured, whether intention
and behavior were measured, and what behavior(s) were measured. Table 2 presents
results on the analyses, including the statistical analyses chosen, model tested, and path
coefficients between key IMBP relationships.
Summary of the literature search. Before critically analyzing and further
comparing the empirical research to the theoretical stance of the IMBP, this section offers
a summary and descriptive statistics of the literature search. The 41 articles were
published between 2001 and 2017 and had a compiled sample size of 27,450. Out of the
41 articles, five articles collected the data from a 2-wave longitudinal survey design,
three articles from a 3-wave longitudinal survey design, one article from a randomized
controlled experiment with a pre-post survey design, and the rest (32 articles) from a
cross-sectional survey design. Seventeen articles reported some form of formative or
elicitation research to inform scale development.
Only six studies did not measure or analyze any background or distal variables in
their studies. All articles except one (Vaala, 2014; only attitudes were measured)
measured and reported all three IMBP behavioral beliefs (i.e., attitudes, normative
beliefs, and self-efficacy/perceived control). Seventeen articles measured behavioral
intention but not behavior, two articles measured behavior but not behavioral intention,
and 22 articles measured both. Five articles measured and reported some form of actual
control variables, and these five articles will be discussed in detail later. Regarding
statistical analysis, I found two articles used bivariate correlation analysis; 18 articles
used variations of regression analysis; 18 articles used path analysis or structural equation
modeling, and three articles reported only descriptive statistics of the variables measures
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or analyzed the differences in IMBP variables based on group identities. For example,
Dietweg et al. (2013) only analyzed the differences in HIV testing skills among sport
team members between those who have and have not received HIV-testing related
counseling.
Behavioral Beliefs, Intentions, and Behavior
Overall, the IMBP states that background variables affect the formation of the
three behavioral beliefs (i.e., attitudes, norms, perceived behavioral control). Then, these
three behavioral beliefs predict behavioral intention. Intention leads to behavior
depending on whether the actual control variables (i.e., skills and environmental
constraints) were addressed. The IMBP presents multiple and often complicated
relationships between several variables. To better discuss the results of the literature
search, I broke the relationships in the IMBP into multiple sections. In each section, I
identified the common practices and/or inconsistencies or issues in the current IMBP
research related to the particular relationships.
The most often measured components of the IMBP were the three behavioral
beliefs, behavioral intention, and behavior, and the large majority of articles in the current
IMBP literature measured them quantitatively. Moreover, the relationships between these
three sets of variables were often analyzed. The literature has primarily examined the
relationship between behavioral beliefs and intention through cross-sectional surveys. For
example, Bertens, Wolfers, Van den Borne, and Schaalma (2008) used a cross-sectional
survey to capture data on attitudes, normative beliefs, perceived behavioral control, and
women’s intention to negotiate safe sex. They found that intention to negotiate safe sex
with partners was related to attitudes, perceived injunctive norms, and perceived control
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beliefs, although the latter two variables depended on the type of relationship (steady
versus casual partner). Some literature has adopted a longitudinal design to measure these
relationships. In a longitudinal study, Hull, Hennessy, Bleakley, Fishbein, and Jordan
(2011) were interested in whether religiosity delayed adolescents’ sexual behaviors and
which IMBP constructs moderated that causal relationship. They found that religiosity
influenced attitudes toward sex, which further caused a delay in both coital and non-coital
sexual intercourses among adolescents during a 12-month follow-up survey. To
accurately assess the causal relationship between intention and behavior, a study should
use a longitudinal design to measure the impacts of intention on behavior in the follow-up
survey(s) (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2011).
Three behavioral beliefs. Attitudes are positive or negative evaluations of a
behavior, perceived normative beliefs are beliefs about what other important people think
and do in relation to behavior, and perceived control beliefs refer to a person’s
perceptions of his/her ability to engage in a behavior. By the systematic literature search,
the current IMBP research defines these terms accurately according to the definition
offered by Fishbein and Ajzen (2010). However, I identified some inconsistencies and
issues in how these three behavioral beliefs were measured and analyzed.
Per the previous discussion, one issue was that some IMBP research used indirect
measures in addition to direct measures of the three IMBP behavioral beliefs variables.
Direct measures refer to the general and broad assessment of these three variables,
whereas indirect measures refer to the distal indices of the evaluations of beliefs and the
strength with which people hold them. These indirect measures are outcome expectancy
beliefs, injunctive normative beliefs, descriptive normative beliefs, and enablers/barriers
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to behavioral control; direct measures are attitudes, perceived norms, and perceived
behavioral control. Development of these indirect measures should rely on elicitation or
formative research. Out of the 41 articles reviewed in the systematic search, 23 articles
only used direct measures; nine articles used only indirect measures, and nine articles
used both direct and indirect measures. Some authors (e.g., Dai et al., 2017; Robbins &
Niederdeppe, 2015) argued that the approach to testing the IMBP with direct measures is
limited because it involves “measurement of categories of cognitions that predict
intentions (attitudes, norms, and perceived control), without adequate assessment of the
specific beliefs that indirectly comprise these categories of cognitions” (Robbins &
Niederdeppe, 2015, p. 27). It is Fishbein and Ajzen’s (2010) and other authors’ (e.g.,
Montaño & Kaspryzy, 2015) recommendation that the goal of IMBP is to gain a thorough
and complete understanding of behavior. Thus, although the use of indirect measures of
the three behavioral beliefs in empirical research is labor intensive, it certainly has its
merits.
For example, Dai et al. (2017) compared the effectiveness of direct versus indirect
measures in explaining the variance in college students’ intention to hook up and
hooking-up behavior, and they found that indirect measures explained significantly more
variance in intention and behavior than direct measures. In message and campaign
design, indirect measures provide the “specifics” to guide message content. Dai et al.
concluded that an overall positive attitude toward hooking up predicted greater intention
to hook up and more hookup behavior. However, only through the indirect measures
were they able to identify which of the six salient hookup beliefs among students were
the most significant predictors of hookup intention and behavior. They found that
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advantages of hooking up (positive attitudes; e.g., hooking up meets physical needs) were
stronger predictors than disadvantages of hooking up (negative attitudes; e.g., unwanted
pregnancy).
In addition, another issue I identified was that the operationalization of attitudinal
beliefs (both direct and indirect) varied significantly in the literature. Fishbein and Ajzen
(2010) state that attitudinal beliefs (whether direct or indirect) should be assessed using
both experiential and instrumental evaluations, and those evaluations are operationalized
as pairs of semantic differential adjectives (e.g., good vs. bad; harmful vs. beneficial). In
Fishbein and Ajzen’s book, they offered a pool of 16 possible pairs of evaluations (pp.
80-81) and argued that researchers should use these evaluation pairs at their discretion.
These many possible pairs created inconsistencies in the IMBP research, where almost all
research articles use different numbers and sets of evaluative pairs for attitudinal beliefs.
For example, Rhodes et al. (2007) used seven evaluative pairs: pleasant/unpleasant,
wise/unwise, good/bad, difficult/easy, necessary/unnecessary,
comfortable/uncomfortable, and like/dislike. Meanwhile, Scheinfeld and Shim (2017)
only used two evaluative pairs: good/bad and harmful/beneficial.
Intention and its predictors. Together, attitudes, perceived norms, and perceived
behavioral control influence intention to engage in a behavior. In some cases, the goal for
researchers is to understand which of the behavioral determinants—attitudes, norms,
control beliefs—are most strongly related to intention and subsequently use that
knowledge to develop communication interventions to influence health behaviors. In
most studies, intention was consistently and accurately operationalized, and these articles
measured intention using the four items: “I intend to …”; “I plan to …”; “I am willing
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to …”; and “I would have not …” on a 7-point Likert-type scale. There are a few other
studies (e.g., Schmid-Mohler et al., 2010) that assessed intention using a binary measure
(i.e., yes or no).
Out of the 39 articles that measured intention, 33 of them examined and reported
the relationship between intention and the behavioral beliefs. Out of these 33 articles that
measured the behavioral beliefs-intention relationship, only two (Hughes, Rostant, &
Curran, 2013; Schmid-Mohler et al., 2010) did not find a significant relationship between
attitude and intention; only one (Hughes et al., 2013) did not find a significant
relationship between normative beliefs (whether it is injunctive, descriptive, or perceived
norms) and intention; and only four studies (Brandes et al., 2016; Busse, Fishbein,
Bleakley, & Hennessy, 2010; Chan, Sun, Xu, McLaughlin, 2017; Johnson, von Haeften,
Fishbein, Kasprzyk, & Montano, 2001) did not find a significant relationship between
perceived behavioral control and intention.
I also noted several inconsistencies in how the relationships between intention
and its predictors were analyzed. As previously mentioned, the IMBP research articles
used several different statistical analyses to analyze the relationships. These articles had
used path modeling (or structural equation modeling when factor loadings presented),
multiple regression, bivariate correlation, and ANOVA. Fishbein and Ajzen (2010)
clearly stated that attitude, norm, and self-efficacy together influence intention. In my
opinion, some analyses are more appropriate than others when analyzing the relationships
between behavioral beliefs and intention. If a study only examined intention, a multiple
regression analysis or path model analysis reflects the “togetherness” of exogenous
variables. If intention is treated as the mediator between behavioral beliefs and behavior
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when behavior is measured, path modeling (or SEM if there are factor loadings) or
hierarchical regression analysis should be the only appropriate analyses. However, in
some cases, each behavioral belief was treated separately. For example, Dietweg et al.
(2013) examined HIV testing and counseling behavior among sports team members in
South Africa. They measured attitudes, norms, perceived behavioral control, intention,
and behavior. When they analyzed the relationships between intention and the three
behavioral beliefs, they chose to analyze the relationships with separate regression
models with each behavioral belief. Using this method to analyze data ignores the strong
correlation between the three behavioral beliefs and raises challenges when interpreting
the relationships between intention and behavioral beliefs in one model. Because of the
inconsistency in data analysis, it is difficult for a systematic literature search to compile
the coefficients of the relationship between variables, and that hinders our ability to
combine and generalize existing knowledge.
Intention and behavior. Intention positively predicts behavior, and this
relationship has been documented not only in the IMBP research but in other reasoned
action approach research. The most important thing in measuring intention and behavior
is the practice of variable compatibility to ensure predictive validity, as Fishbein and
Ajzen (2010) state that “the measure of intention should be compatible with the
behavioral criterion in term of its level of generality or specificity” (p. 44). The articles
found in the literature search showed predictive validity by having the compatible
intention and behavior measures. For example, if the intention of interest was to “take
PrEP,” the behavior measured would exactly match the behavioral intention as “have you
ever taken PrEP?” rather than “do you have a PrEP prescription?” Eleven studies of the
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current literature search examined the relationship between intention and behavior, and
all of them found a statistically significant relationship between them.
Current study. Relevant to the current study, the literature has examined a large
range of sexual health-related topics using the IMBP, including HPV vaccination (Moran,
Murphy, Chatterjee, Amezola-Herrera, & Baezconde-Garbanati, 2014), patient-physician
sexual health communication (Hughes et al., 2013), STI/HIV testing (Bekalu &
Eggermont, 2015; Wolfers, Kok, Mackenbach, & Zwart, 2010; Wombacher, Dai, Matig,
& Harrington, 2018), HIV/STD prevention (Bekalu & Eggermont, 2015), condom use
(Chan et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 2001; Rhodes et al., 2007; Wang, 2013), safe sex
practices and negotiation (Bertens et al., 2008; Hull et al., 2011; Rhodes et al., 2007),
risky sexual behaviors (Hubach, DiStefano, & Wood, 2012), hooking up (Dai et al.,
2017), and sexual initiation (Busse et al., 2010). The current study extends the literature
by applying the IMBP to the context of PrEP uptake among gay men.
The current project collected data on gay men’s behavioral beliefs, intention, and
behavior related to PrEP uptake through a cross-sectional survey. On the basis of the
systematic literature search and previous research in the context of PrEP uptake, I
proposed the following hypotheses (which include both direct and indirect measures):
H1: Attitudes and outcome expectancy beliefs toward PrEP uptake will have a
significant, positive association with (a) PrEP uptake intentions and (b) PrEP
uptake behavior.
H2: Perceived norms, indirect injunctive norms, and indirect descriptive norms
will have a significant, positive association with (a) PrEP uptake intentions and
(b) PrEP uptake behavior.
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H3: Perceived control beliefs and beliefs of enablers/barriers to behavioral control
will have a significant, positive association with (a) PrEP uptake intentions and
(b) PrEP uptake behavior.
Another purpose of this study is to understand which behavioral beliefs are the
strongest predictors of PrEP uptake are. The project will help health communication
campaigns to focus on only the most salient behavioral predictors for message design.
Therefore, I asked the following research questions:
RQ1: Which behavioral beliefs of PrEP uptake are the strongest predictors of (a)
PrEP uptake intentions and (b) PrEP uptake?
RQ2: Which specific PrEP beliefs are the strongest predictors of (a) PrEP uptake
intentions and (b) PrEP uptake?
Background Variables
Background variables refer to a large set of individual, relational, and societal
factors that affect how people form their attitudes, normative beliefs, and perceived
behavioral control beliefs regarding a particular behavior. How background variables
affect the behavioral beliefs depends on the behavior and can be answered through
empirical research. Some of the most investigated background variables are demographic
variables such as gender (Busse et al., 2010; Wang, 2013), race/ethnicity (Hughes et al.,
2013), and residency (e.g., rural vs. urban; Bekalu & Eggermont, 2015). For example,
reanalyzing Hurbes, Ajzen, and Daigle’s (2001) data on hunting, Fishbein and Ajzen
(2010) found significant gender differences not only in the three behavioral beliefs but
also in how these three variables related to intention. In addition to demographic
variables, some other relevant background variables include personal dispositions,
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awareness, moods and emotions, and social environment. Articles from the systematic
search have measured background variables in all these categories. For example, Hull et
al. (2011) measured how religiosity (demographic variable) and sensation seeking
(personal disposition) affected adolescents’ intentions to start having sex. Niederdeppe,
Connelly, Labuer, and Knuth (2015) studied how knowledge and awareness influenced
anglers’ intention to follow fish consumption advisory recommendations. Bertens et al.’s
(2008) study examined the influences of sexual partner type (steady vs. casual) on how
attitude, perceived norm, and perceived behavioral control predicted women’s intentions
to negotiate safe sex. Fishbein and Ajzen state that “whether a given belief is or is not
affected by a particular background factor is an empirical question” (p. 25). The current
project plans to explore relevant background factors and further examine how they
potentially influence the IMBP variables. I asked the following research question:
RQ3: How do these relevant background variables affect gay men’s PrEP uptake?
Actual Control Variables
According to Fishbein and Ajzen (2010), the relationship between intention and
behavior depends on two actual control factors, namely skills and environmental
constraints. Intention, the most frequently examined predictor of behavior, only explains
a limited portion of the variance in behavior. A meta-analysis of research studies using
the TPB (Armitage & Conner, 2001) found that behavioral intention explained
approximately 22% of the variance in behavior. Fishbein and Ajzen propose that such
intention-to-behavior gaps can be further explained by skills and environmental
constraints. They said that “to predict and understand behavior fully, we, therefore, have
to assess not only intention but also actual behavioral control (i.e., relevant skills and
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abilities as well as barriers to and facilitators to behavior performance)” (p. 21).
However, the current IMBP research did not systematically or consistently measure
actual controls, as “measures of actual control are often not available” (Fishbein a &
Ajzen, 2012, p. 21). The systematic literature search found only five articles that
measured some form of actual control variables (Byers & Sears, 2012; Dietweg et al.,
2013; Rios-Zertuche et al., 2017; Sutton & Walsh-Buhi, 2017; Wolfers et al., 2010).
The following detailed review of these five articles that measured actual control
variables reveals two gaps between the empirical research and the theoretical stance.
First, the review identified several measurement issues in these five articles. Some
articles did not utilize formative research to inform scale development (e.g., Byers &
Sears, 2012), some used single-item measures (Rios-Zertuche et al., 2017), or some
measures used in the study had limited face validity (Byers & Sears, 2012). Second and
more importantly, none of these articles analyzed how actual control variables, whether
skills or environmental constraints, affected the relationship between intention and
behavior.
Byers and Sears (2012) were interested in analyzing the relationship between
mothers’ sexual health knowledge and their communication of sexual health with their
teen(s). They assessed mothers’ knowledge of 12 sexual health topics using 5-point
Likert-type scales (1 = not at all knowledgeable; 5 = extremely knowledgeable). They did
not test any relationship of the behavioral beliefs or actual control variables (including
knowledge) with behavioral intention, at least as reported in their article. There were two
issues with how they measured skills. Although the measures had a high-reliability score,
the researchers did not report how they created the measures. More importantly, the self-
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reported skills were merely mothers’ perceptions of their knowledge (e.g., “I think I am
very knowledgeable in discussing condom use with my young adolescents”) rather than
their actual knowledge/skills.
Dietweg et al. (2013) were interested in HIV testing and counseling behaviors
among young sports team members from South Africa. They operationalized skills as
knowledge and environmental constraints as the stigma against HIV. An example item to
measure skills was “are HIV and AIDS spread by kissing?” (yes/no); the item to measure
stigma (i.e., environmental constraints) was “people who have AIDS are dirty” (yes/no).
The authors claimed that the measures were validated by previous research (two coauthors’ theses). They did not specify the numbers of items in each measure, nor did they
test whether these actual control variables influenced the intention-behavior relationship.
Also, they found no significant differences in skills and environmental constraints based
on participants’ HIV testing and counseling behaviors using the Mann-Whitney test.
Rios-Zertuche et al. (2017) were interested in using the IMBP to study risky
sexual behaviors among adolescent students from the poorest areas in Costa Rica. They
measured skills with only one item, whether adolescents know “where to get pregnancy
prevention method” (p. 276). They found that adolescents who knew “where to get
pregnancy prevention method” were more likely to have used a condom the last time they
had sex. However, there could be more and more relevant skills related to using a
condom, such as “how to put a condom on” or “where to store condoms.” It might be
insufficient to use one item to measure the necessary skills, and researchers should use
formative research to identify the salient skills related to performing a given behavior.
Sutton and Walsh-Buhi (2017) examined college women’s contraceptive use
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through a cross-sectional survey. They used established measures to measure
contraceptive knowledge as skills for consistent contraceptive use. Specifically, they used
“23 true/false items based on the use of IUDs, condoms, oral contraception, and DepoProvera developed by Kaye and colleagues (2006)” (p. 342). They did not test whether
these actual control variables influenced the intention-behavior relationship as the
analyses in the study were descriptive.
Finally, Wolfers et al. (2010) examined the correlates of STI testing behavior
among vocational students in the Netherlands. They measured skills by examining STI
knowledge by using “ten true/false/I don’t know items (e.g. ‘You can prevent an STI by
washing well after sex’; ‘Anal sex without a condom increases your risk for getting an
STI’)” (p. 6). They also measured test site characteristics which, in my opinion, was a
variable related to environmental constraints. They did not analyze these two variables as
intention-behavior relationship moderators or mediators, but they found that test site
characteristics were significantly correlated with intention to be tested for STI (skills
were not a significant predictor).
Through the review, I noticed that skills were measured as the only actual control
variable, and environmental constraints were left out in the research. Furthermore,
researchers often did not use formative research to inform which skills were relevant to a
particular behavior, nor did they use established measures to measure the relevant skills.
There is room to further clarify the definition and operationalization of these two very
important yet often misused/neglected variables of the IMBP. Understanding the relevant
skills and environmental constraints and their impacts on the intention-behavior
relationship is not only important in theoretical advancement but also critical to PrEP
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promotion.
Relevant to the current study, some qualitative research found that gay men often
reported the lack of actual control over their intention to take PrEP (Pérez-Figueroa et al.,
2015; Schwartz & Grimm, 2017). Gay men reported that they faced some environmental
constraints including cost (e.g., “they have heard insurance companies denying PrEP
coverage”), adherence (e.g., “taking a pill consistently can be a real challenge”), and
accessibility (e.g., “I cannot find a doctor who is willing to prescribe PrEP”) when trying
to start taking PrEP. However, to the best of my knowledge, no study has quantitatively
tested how these two actual control variables would influence the relationship between
intention and behavior. Examining how skills and environmental constraints moderate the
intention-behavior relationship is one of the important objectives of this study. Thus, the
current study asks the following research question:
RQ4: How do skills and environmental constraints influence the relationship
between PrEP uptake intention and PrEP uptake?
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Note 1: Abbreviation in Tables
FR = formative research
BV = background variables
ATT = attitude
IN = injunctive norms
DN = descriptive norms
SE = self-efficacy
INT = intention
BEH = behavior
NOM= perceived norm
NT = not tested
OR = odd ratio
NS= not significant
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Table 1: Systematic Literature Review Results Part 1

Author(s)
Admiraal,
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Smit, &
Weijers
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Bertens,
Wolfers, van
den Borne, &
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Bleakley,
Hennessy, &
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Linn, Smit,
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indirec
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indirec
t

indirec
t

indirec
t
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Yes
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educators’
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direct

direct

indirec
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direct
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intention to be
tested for HIV
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crosssectional
survey

direct

direct

direct

direct

Yes

No

intention to
negotiate safe
sex

810

crosssectional
survey

Yes

actively
seeking sexual
content in the
media

460

2-wave
longitudina
l
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intercourse
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crosssectional
survey

No

intention to
express
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No

No
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direct

direct

direct

direct
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direct
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direct
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direct
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Yes
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Busse,
Fishbein,
Bleakley, &
Hennessy

2010

316

2-wave
longitudina
l

No

yes

direct

direct

direct

direct

Yes

Yes

sexual
initiation

Ye
s

Yes

indirec
t

indirec
t

indirec
t

indirec
t

Yes

Yes

No

yes

indirec
t

indirec
t

indirec
t

indirec
t

Yes

No

Yes

direct

direct

direct

direct

Yes

No

gay men's
intention to use
a condom

No

direct
and
indirec
t

direct
and
indirec
t

direct
and
indirec
t

direct
and
indirec
t

Yes

Yes

hooking-up
among college
students

direct

direct

direct

direct

Yes

NO

HIV testing
and counseling
behavior

Byers &
Sears

2012

573

crosssectional
survey

Chan

2017

257

crosssectional
survey

113

crosssectional
survey

268

crosssectional
survey

92

crosssectional
survey

Chan, Sun,
Xu, &
McLaughlin
Dai,
Wombacher,
Matig, &
Harrington
Diteweg et
al.

2017

2017

2013

No

Ye
s

No

Yes

31

parentadolescent
sexual
communicatio
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intention to use
dating app to
have casual
sex and
romance
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Vaala,
Bleakley,
Hennessy, &
Jordan
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2013
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Study
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FR
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3-wave
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direct
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direct
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direct
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direct

INT
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sexual
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intention to
talk about
sexual health
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providers
intention to
have sex in the
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and sexual
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months later

Hughes,
Rostant, &
Curran

2014

996

crosssectional
survey
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s

No

direct

direct

direct

direct

Yes

No

Hull,
Hennessy,
Bleakley,
Fishbein, &
Jordan

2011

547

2-wave
longitudina
l

No

Yes

direct

direct

direct

direct

Yes

Yes

172

crosssectional
survey

Yes

direct
and
indirec
t

direct
and
indirec
t

direct
and
indirec
t

Yes

Yes

condom use

No

intention to
perform six
cancer riskreducing
behaviors

Johnson, von
Haeften,
Fishbein,
Kasprzyk, &
Montano

Kim, Kim, &
Niederdeppe

2001

2015

601

crosssectional
survey

No

No

Yes

Yes

direct
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direct

direct

direct
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Kim &
Niederdeppe

2013

429

crosssectional
survey

Ye
s

Yes

indirec
t

indirec
t

indirec
t

indirec
t

Yes

Yes

hand washing
and sanitizing

No

Yes

direct

direct

direct

direct

Yes

No

Teachers'
intention to
use digital
learning
materials

Kreijns,
Vermeulen,
Van Acker,
& van
Buuren

2014

127
3

crosssectional
survey

Martinez &
Lewis

2016

924

crosssectional
survey

No

Yes

direct

direct

direct

direct

Yes

No

intention to use
marijuana

Mello &
Hovick

2016

819

crosssectional
survey

No

Yes

direct

direct

direct

direct

No

Yes

toxin exposure
reduction
behaviors

No

direct
and
indirec
t

direct
and
indirec
t

direct
and
indirec
t

direct
and
indirec
t

Yes

Yes

condom use

Montano,
Kasprzyk,
von Haeften,
& Fishbein

2001

993

2-wave
longitudina
l

Ye
s

33
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Niederdeppe,
Connelly,
Labuer, &
Knuth
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crosssectional
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Yes
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indirec
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intention to
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consumption
advisory
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Rhodes,
Stein,
Fishbein,
Goldstein, &
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8

3-wave
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l
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indirec
t

indirec
t

indirec
t
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t
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condom use

Yes

intention to
have sex in the
future and to
use a condom
in next sexual
encounters

RiosZertuche et
al.

2017

919

crosssectional
survey

Robbins &
Niederdeppe

2015

365

crosssectional
survey

Scheinfeld &
Shim

2017

239

crosssectional
survey

Yes

indirec
t

indirec
t

indirec
t

indirec
t

Ye
s

No

direct
and
indirec
t

direct
and
indirec
t

direct
and
indirec
t

direct
and
indirec
t

Yes

Yes

health sleeping
behaviors
among college
students

Ye
s

Yes

direct

direct

direct

direct

Yes

Yes

eating
behaviors

No
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2010

114

crosssectional
survey

Ye
s

2017

386

crosssectional
survey

Ye
s

2008

175
3

crosssectional
survey

SmithMcLallen &
Fishbein

2009

248
9

crosssectional
survey

No

Yes

direct

direct

direct

direct

SmithMcLallen,
Fishbein, &
Hornik

2011

104
9

2-wave
longitudina
l

No

Yes

direct

direct

direct

515

crosssectional
survey

direct

direct

direct

Author(s)
SchmidMohler,
Thut,
Wüthrich,
Denhaerynck
, & De Geest
Senkowski,
Branscum,
Maness, &
Larson

SmithMcLallen &
Fishbein

Sutton &
Walsh-Buhi

Year

2017

FR

No

No

BEH

Endogenous
Variable

Yes

Yes

non-adherence
to
immunosuppre
ssant

Yes

Yes

Intention to eat
five vegetable
subgroups

No

intention to
perform six
cancer-related
behaviors

Yes

No

intention to
perform six
cancer-related
behaviors

direct

Yes

No

cancer
information
seeking

direct

Yes

Yes

consistent
contraceptive
use among

ATT

IN

DN

SE

No

indirec
t

indirec
t

indirec
t

indirec
t

No

direct

direct

direct

direct

BV

No

Yes

direct
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students

Vaala

Von Haeften
& Kenski

Wang

2014

2001

2011

yes

direct
and
indirec
t

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

children TV
viewing
behaviors

Yes

direct
and
indirec
t

direct
and
indirec
t

direct
and
indirec
t

direct
and
indirec
t

Yes

No

intention to
always use a
condom

698

crosssectional
survey

396

crosssectional
survey

309

crosssectional
survey

No

Yes

direct

direct

direct

direct

Yes

No

Ye
s

Yes

indirec
t

indirec
t

indirec
t

indirec
t

Yes

Yes

No

yes

direct

direct

direct

direct

Yes

Yes

Wang

2013

680

crosssectional
survey

Wolfers,
Kok,
Mackenbach,
& Zwart

2010

501

crosssectional
survey

Ye
s

No
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direct
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direct
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t

Yes
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marijuana use

FR

Yzer,
Cappella,
Fishbein,
Hornick,
Sayeed, &
Ahern

2004

494

randomized
control
group
design

Yzer & van
den Putte

2006

133
3

crosssectional
survey

No

Yes

direct

direct

direct

direct

Yes

No

intention to
quit smoking

314

2-wave
longitudina
l

No

yes

direct

direct

direct

direct

Yes

Yes

smoking
behavior

Zhu

2017
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Table 2: Systematic Literature Review Results Part 2
NOM
→
INT

SE→
INT

ATT
→
BEH

NOM
→BE
H

SE→
BEH

INT
→
BEH

Year

Analysis

Model Tested

ATT
→
INT

2013

stepwise
regression

two separate
models for two
separate behaviors

NT

NT

NT

0.25

NS

NS

NT

2015

path analysis

One mediation
theoretical model
(no behavior)

0.22

0.43

0.28

NT

NT

NT

NT

2008

hierarchical
regression

regression model
with intention

0.35

0.53

0.25

NT

NT

NT

NT

2011

path analysis

theoretical model

0.35

0.55

-0.08

NT

NT

NS

0.78

2011

path analysis

theoretical model

0.408

0.354

0.154

NT

NT

NS

0.507

Brandes, Linn,
Smit, & van
Weert

2016

hierarchical
regression

path model with
only intention

0.17

0.26

NS

NT

NT

NT

NT

Busse,
Fishbein,
Bleakley, &
Hennessy

2010

path analysis

theoretical model

0.72

0.15

NS

NT

NT

NS

0.15

Author(s)
Admiraal,
Lockhorst,
Smit, &
Weijers
Bekalu &
Eggermont
Bertens,
Wolfers, van
den Borne, &
Schaalma
Bleakley,
Hennessy, &
Fishbein
Bleakley,
Hennessy,
Fishbein, &
Jordan
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Analysis
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ATT
→
INT

2012

discriminant
function
analysis

group differences
based on mother
and teen
differences

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

2017

path analysis

2 separate models
with two
difference
intentions

0.37

0.23

0.23

NT

NT

NT

NT

2017

linear
regression

simple regression
models with
intention

0.16

NS

NS

NT

NT

NT

NT

Dai,
Wombacher,
Matig, &
Harrington

2017

structural
equation
modeling

full direct and full
indirect models

0.12

NS

NS

0.13

0.10

0.08

0.71

Diteweg et al.

2013

mediation
analysis

three separate
mediation models

0.737

0.71

0.27

NT

NT

NT

NT

2013

Path analysis

theoretical

0.41

0.37

0.17

NT

NT

NS

0.57

2014

Path analysis

path model with
only intention

NS

0.127

0.43

NT

NT

NT

NT

Author(s)

Byers & Sears

Chan

Chan, Sun, Xu,
& McLaughlin

Gottfried,
Vaala,
Bleakley,
Hennessy, &
Jordan
Hughes,
Rostant, &
Curran
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ATT
→
INT

2011

SEM

theoretical

0.69

0.15

0

NT

NT

NT

0.36

2001

Stepwise
regression

theoretical

0.43

0.25

NS

NT

NT

NT

NT

Kim, Kim, &
Niederdeppe

2015

Hierarchical
regression

path model with
only intention

0.240

0.153

0.427

NT

NT

NT

NT

Kim &
Niederdeppe

2013

SEM

path model with
only intention

0.17

0.3

0.43

NT

NT

NT

NT

0.51

0.08

0.06

NT

NT

NT

NT

0.55

0.49

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

Author(s)
Hull,
Hennessy,
Bleakley,
Fishbein, &
Jordan
Johnson, von
Haeften,
Fishbein,
Kasprzyk, &
Montano

Kreijns,
Vermeulen,
Van Acker, &
van Buuren

2014

SEM

Full SEM model
with all items
loaded

Martinez &
Lewis

2016

bivariate
correlations

model with only
intention
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Author(s)

Mello &
Hovick
Montano,
Kasprzyk, von
Haeften, &
Fishbein
Niederdeppe,
Connelly,
Labuer, &
Knuth
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SE→
INT

ATT
→
BEH

NOM
→BE
H

SE→
BEH

INT
→
BEH

Year

Analysis

Model Tested

ATT
→
INT

2016

path analysis

three models
(three behaviors)
with only behavior

NT

NT

NT

0.16

-0.20

0.68

NT

2001

N/A

N/A

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

2015

OLS
regression
model

regression with
only intention

0.1

0.1

0.23

NT

NT

NT

NT

0.32

0.11

0.31

NT

NT

NT

0.33

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

Rhodes, Stein,
Fishbein,
Goldstein, &
RotheramBorus

2007

path analysis

A theoretical
model with selfefficacy as one of
the distal variables
before attitude

Rios-Zertuche
et al.

2017

logistic
regression

N/A
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Analysis
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ATT
→
INT

Robbins &
Niederdeppe

2015

2 regression
models with
intention and
behavior
separated

2 regression
models with
intention and
behavior separated

0.23

0.23

0.49

0.33

0.28

0.48

0.68

Scheinfeld &
Shim

2017

SEM

theoretical model

NS

0.25

0.33

NT

NT

NT

0.53

2010

multivariate
logistic
regression

theoretical model

OR:
0.53

OR:
0.46

OR:
1.80

NT

NT

NT

OR:
0.514

multiple and
logistic
regression

Three IMBP
factors predict
intention;
intention and PBC
predict behavior.
Separate model for
separate behaviors

0.486

0.150

0.274

NS

NS

0.492

0.801

Author(s)

SchmidMohler, Thut,
Wüthrich,
Denhaerynck,
& De Geest

Senkowski,
Branscum,
Maness, &
Larson

2017
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Author(s)

SmithMcLallen &
Fishbein

SmithMcLallen &
Fishbein

Year

2008

2009

NOM
→
INT

SE→
INT

ATT
→
BEH

NOM
→BE
H

SE→
BEH

INT
→
BEH

Analysis

Model Tested

ATT
→
INT

regression

series of
hierarchical
regression models
with each
behavioral
intention being the
DV in the model

0.264

0.184

0.298

NT

NT

NT

NT

regression

series of linear
regression models
with each
behavioral
intention being the
DV in the model

0.246

0.264

0.392

NT

NT

NT

NT

0.44

0.25

−0.06

NS

NS

NS

OR:
1.30

SmithMcLallen,
Fishbein, &
Hornik

2011

regression

Linear regression
at baseline;
stepwise logistic
regression at
follow-up

Sutton &
Walsh-Buhi

2017

ANCOVA

N/A

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

2014

OLS
regression
model

N/A

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

Vaala
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Author(s)
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Analysis
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ATT
→
INT

Von Haeften &
Kenski

2001

path analysis

full model with
only intention

0.33

0.20

0.19

NT

NT

NT

NT

Wang

2011

path analysis

path model with
only intention

0.17

0.37

0.23

NT

NT

NT

NT

Wang

2013

path analysis

path model with
only intention

0.37

0.16

0.13

NT

NT

NT

NT

Wolfers, Kok,
Mackenbach,
& Zwart

2010

correlation

correlation
between all items

0.49

0.23

0.11

NT

NT

NT

NT

2004

Hierarchical
regression

path model with
only intention

0.62

0.16

-0.14

NT

NT

NT

NT

2006

N/A

N/A

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

Yzer,
Cappella,
Fishbein,
Hornick,
Sayeed, &
Ahern
Yzer & van
den Putte
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Author(s)

Zhu

Year

Analysis

Model Tested

ATT
→
INT

2017

path analysis/
logistic
regression

full model with
only intention

0.15
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NOM
→
INT

SE→
INT

ATT
→
BEH

NOM
→BE
H

SE→
BEH

INT
→
BEH

0.31

0.19

NT

NT

NT

OR:
3.05

Chapter Three: Methods
This study examined how background variables, behavioral beliefs (i.e., attitudes,
norms, and perceived control), and actual control (i.e., skills and environmental
constraints) influenced gay men’s PrEP uptake intention and behavior. To understand
PrEP uptake among the target population and further identify the salient indirect
behavioral beliefs, I conducted formative interviews with gay men. Following that, I used
the information collected from the interviews to construct the main survey measures.
Lastly, I used Qualtrics respondent services to recruit 500 gay men to participate in the
main survey. The Institutional Review Board at the University of Kentucky approved all
procedures of this research project.
Formative Interviews
I recruited gay men (n = 13) through personal and professional networks.
Ensuring variance in the sample and matching the sample of the main survey, I recruited
interviewees in approximately equal numbers of current PrEP users (n = 6) and nonusers
(n = 7). I informed potential participants that they need to have at least heard about PrEP
before participating in the interview. After determining willingness and eligibility to
participate, I scheduled an individual appointment with each participant. I conducted the
interviews via either phone or Skype audio, per each participant’s preference. To protect
participant privacy, a waiver of documentation of informed consent was approved by the
Office of Research Integrity. I sent the informed consent form to potential participants
before the interview, and only oral consent was collected during the interview.
Participants were compensated with a $15 Amazon e-gift card at the end of the interview.
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These interviews were in-depth, semi-structured, and one-on-one. All interviews were
audio recorded, transcribed, and reviewed for accuracy.
Protocol. A semi-structured interview protocol (Appendix A) was designed to
elicit participants’ experience with PrEP and how the IMBP factors might have
influenced such experience. The interview started with a brief greeting followed by a
brief overall introduction to the interview. Then, I asked a set of questions regarding
beliefs about PrEP, including questions about attitudes, normative beliefs, and perceived
control beliefs. For example, I asked questions such as “how popular do you believe that
PrEP is among the gay men community?” to assess the normative beliefs. Then, I asked
whether the participant was currently taking PrEP. If the interviewee identified himself as
a current PrEP user, I asked how he started on PrEP and about any barriers he
encountered regarding skills and environmental constraints. If the interviewee did not
identify as a current PrEP user, I asked him about his opinion on potential skills and
environmental constraints he might face in PrEP uptake. Lastly, at the conclusion of the
interview, I collected demographic information including age, ethnicity, self-identified
gender, state of residence, and current relationship status. The interviews were conducted
between August and October 2017.
Participants. The 13 participants in the elicitation interviews ranged in age from
23 to 42 (M = 31.17 years; SD = 5.87). Five participants identified as White/Caucasian,
four participants identified as Latinos, two participants identified as Asian, and two
participants identified as Black/African American. Two participants reported that they
were in a monogamous relationship, while the others reported being single. All
participants reported their sexual orientation as being homosexual/gay. Regarding highest
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education degree received, one reported having a high school diploma or GED, two
reported having an associate degree, three reported having a bachelor’s degree, and the
rest (n = 7) reported having at least one graduate degree.
Data analysis. During the interview process, I arranged some questions in a
different order so that the interview had a better flow. I re-worded some of the questions
so that they were easier for participants to understand. The audio recorded interviews
were transcribed verbatim by Go Transcript, a transcription service. Go Transcript left the
sections where the transcriber could not understand untranscribed, and then I listened to
the audio files and transcribed those sections. I verified the accuracy of the transcripts by
carefully proofreading the transcripts while listening to the audio files.
Then, I conducted a qualitative content analysis (Sandelowski, 2000) by reading
each transcript at least twice to understand the essence of each interview. The first step
for the analysis of the qualitative data was pre-coding. I color-coded, numbered, and
underlined some quotes by participants that appeared to be “codable,” and then I split all
the data into smaller codable moments (Bernard, 2011, p. 379). I identified concepts that
appeared to be associated with gay men’s experience in PrEP uptake. For example, one
interviewee said, “I wouldn't know how the conversation would have gone if my doctor
wasn't knowledgeable or wasn't open to LGBT issues, but I was very fortunate that my
doctor was fine with it and could really guide me through all the pros and cons of taking
the pill.” This quote was part of a longer response to a question asking who facilitated his
initial PrEP uptake. The part of the response was coded in bright yellow, which refers to
quotes related to an LGBTQ-friendly healthcare provider. In the same interview, the
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interviewee also identified several other important referents to his decision, including
friends and coworkers, which were coded in different colors as different codes.
Next, I developed a codebook to summarize the codes, their descriptions, and
some brief example quotes. The coding process generated a total of 74 different codes
related to gay men’s PrEP uptake beliefs. In these 74 codes, there were 29 codes related
to attitudinal beliefs of PrEP uptake; 8 codes related to normative referents of PrEP
uptake; 15 related to enablers and barriers to PrEP uptake; 3 sets of relevant skills; and 19
potential environmental constraints. Considering the limited length of the online survey
and to not overburden the survey participants, I used two ways to recode the codes to
reduce them to a more manageable number. First, I combined multiple codes into a larger
code category. For example, the code of “parents” and “siblings” was combined as
“family.” Second, I only chose the most salient beliefs that interviewees seemed to share.
There were codes that only appeared once in one interview. For example, when asked
about constraints to their PrEP uptake, one interviewee said that he simply lost the
prescription and then forgot to refill. That was not a common experience for
interviewees, so although coded, this code was not selected for the main survey. By doing
so, I identified the key ideas and recurring themes related to salient behavioral beliefs of
gay men’s PrEP uptake. Then, I developed the survey items by rewording the key ideas
and themes developed through “recoding the codes” (Bernard, 2011). The rewording
balanced between keeping the original (often longer) language of the key themes and the
preferences for the concise format in an online survey. For example, many interviewees
mentioned that they felt burdened because their doctor would not give them a
prescription renewal unless they showed up for follow-up visits every three to six
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months. Thus, this theme was phrased as “taking PrEP requires extra visits to the
doctor’s” to be one of the negative attitudinal beliefs.
Results. The interviewees had rich and robust responses to the interview
questions. In total, I had more than nine hours of audio recording. For this dissertation, I
focused on using the information from the interviews to form the measures in the main
survey. Thus, this section includes only the main themes that emerged from the
interviews, not quotes from the interviewees.
In response to the questions related to the advantages and disadvantages of taking
PrEP, participants identified eight primary potential advantages or positive outcomes:
Taking PrEP (a) gives me peace of mind, (b) gives me an added layer of protection
against HIV infection, (c) reduces the risk of HIV infection, (d) makes me more
conscious and responsible for my health, (e) helps me get tested for HIV regularly, (f)
makes me feel less anxious about HIV infection, (g) makes me feel safer when having
unprotected sex, and (h) makes me feel like part of the gay community. In addition, six
primary potential disadvantages or negative outcomes were identified: (a) I feel
stigmatized when I take PrEP, (b) taking PrEP is expensive, (c) taking PrEP means that I
can make riskier sexual choices, (d) taking PrEP (a daily medication) adds burden to my
daily routine, (e) taking PrEP gives me side effects, and (f) taking PrEP requires me to
make extra visits to the doctor’s office.
Questions about the influence of normative referents on PrEP uptake yielded four
primary referents against whom participants assessed themselves (doctor, gay friends,
members of the gay community, family members). Questions about the perceived ease
and difficulty participants associated with PrEP uptake yielded three primary perceived
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enablers (LGBTQ-friendly doctor, online information, social/dating apps) and three
primary perceived barriers (false information, cost, stigma).
RQ3 asks how relevant background variables affected PrEP uptake among gay
men, and RQ4 asks how skills and environmental constraints affected the relationship
between uptake intention and PrEP uptake. To be able to answer these questions, I first
used formative interviews to identify the relevant factors that I then could build into the
survey. Interviewees identified four relevant demographic factors that might affect PrEP
uptake: ethnicity, relationship status, and education. Interviewees highlighted three sets
of skills that were important to this behavior: adequate knowledge of “how HIV and
AIDS transmit,” basic knowledge of PrEP, and the skills to read and understand a
prescription label. Lastly, I asked the PrEP takers about their experience with starting to
take PrEP and asked them to elaborate on some of the environmental constraints they
experienced during the interviews. Those constraints were living in a rural and/or
LGBTQ unfriendly area, having no access to a health care provider, not speaking English
proficiently, living in a political environment unfriendly toward the gay community, and
having an inadequate understanding of the American healthcare system. I used these
results from the formative interviews to inform the main survey design to then be able to
further analyze the relationship between these background variables, skills, and
environmental constraints and PrEP uptake among gay men.
Main Survey
Data cleaning and screening. The current research project used Qualtrics
respondent services to recruit participants. The survey was titled “PrEP Survey” and was
sent to the male respondents’ emails in Qualtrics’ respondent pool. Once a respondent
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opened the survey link in his email, he was be screened based on his willingness to
participate in the survey (consent form), age, state of residence, sexual orientation, and
PrEP awareness (“Do you know what PrEP/Truvada is?”). Only gay men over the age of
18, who were living in the state of California or New York, and who were aware of PrEP
were eligible to participate in the main survey. I chose to survey gay men living in the
states of California and New York because the PrEP acceptance and prescription rates in
these two states were much higher than the rest of the country (Highleyman, 2016).
A total of 1,181 respondents started the survey, and a total of 500 qualified
respondents completed the survey. In those 500 completed survey responses, thirty-four
responses were screened out because they missed a significant portion of survey data
(more than 50%). I screened based on participants’ self-reported attention, asking
whether the participant would commit to thoughtfully provide their best answers to each
question in this survey. Forty-six participants said they “would not provide their best
answers” or they “cannot promise either way.” These 46 responses were screened out of
the final dataset.
Participants. The final sample (N = 420) consisted of gay men who lived in the
state of California or New York. The main survey used quota sampling to ensure equal
distributions in PrEP uptake behavior. Half of the final sample (n = 210) self-identified as
PrEP takers, and those were men who were currently taking PrEP or had previously taken
PrEP. The other half of the final sample reported that they have never taken PrEP before.
PrEP takers reported a large range of total duration (in months) of PrEP uptake, from 0
months to 144 months (M = 21.19, SD = 24.85). Among the 210 PrEP takers, 151 men
(71.9%) were current PrEP takers (taking PrEP at the time of the survey), and the rest (n
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= 59, 18.1%) were past PrEP takers (had previously taken PrEP but stopped). The age of
the participants ranged from 18 to 85 (M = 47.03, SD = 14.15). Among these men, 270
(64.3%) lived in the state of California, and 150 (35.7%) lived in the state of New York.
The majority of the participants identified as non-Hispanic White (n = 278, 66.2%); 45
participants (10.7%) identified as Asian; 39 participants (9.3%) identified as Hispanic; 20
participants (4.8%) identified as other; 18 participants (4.3%) identified as multi-racial;
13 participants (3.1%) identified as Black/African American; six participants (1.4%)
identified as Native American; and one participant (0.2%) identified as Pacific Islander.
As far as relationship status, the majority of the participants identified as single (n
= 215, 51.2%); 96 participants (22.9%) identified as being in a monogamous relationship;
44 participants (9.3%) identified as being in an open relationship; 29 participants (6.9%)
identified as being in a monogamous marriage; 23 participants (5.5%) identified as being
in an open marriage; four participants (1%) identified as being in a polygamous
relationship; and one participant (0.2%) identified as being in a triad relationship. The
sample represented a relatively highly educated population. Two hundred eighty-nine
(68.8%) received a bachelor’s degree or higher educational degree, and only two
participants (0.5%) received an education less than a high school diploma or GED. I
wanted to examine whether PrEP takers and non-takers differed in their demographic
characteristics, so I examined the demographic characteristics of each group (see Table
3). I first run a t-test to test the age differences between PrEP takers and non-takers. The
results showed that PrEP non-takers (M = 50.93, SD = 14.35) are significantly older (t =
5.88, df = 420, p < .001) than PrEP takers (M = 43.13, SD = 12.84). I then used Chisquare test for association to determine whether there were nonrandom associations
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between the remaining demographic variables and PrEP uptake. As seen from the table,
these two groups were homogenous regarding the state of residency, ethnicity,
relationship status, and education, but takers and non-takers differed in ages.
Measures. The instruments included both indirect and direct measures of the
IMBP’s core constructs. Individual items of the indirect measures (i.e., outcome
expectancy beliefs, injunctive norms, descriptive norms, enablers/barriers to behavioral
control) were based on those developed by Dai et al. (2017) with minor modifications,
and direct measures (i.e., attitudes, perceived norms, perceived behavioral control) were
based on previously validated scales (see Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). The specific content
of the items was based on the formative interviews with gay men. A complete list of
measures used in the survey can be found in Appendix B.
Outcome expectancy beliefs. The strength of PrEP-related outcome beliefs was
assessed using a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly
agree). Evaluations of these potential outcomes were then assessed with one question
(e.g., “When it comes to feeling safe, I think PrEP is”) using four 7-point semantic
differential adjective pairs (i.e., good-bad, unfavorable-favorable, harmful-beneficial,
important-unimportant). Responses to the good-bad and important-unimportant items
were reverse coded for the positive expectancy beliefs, and responses to the unfavorablefavorable and harmful-beneficial items were reverse coded for the negative expectancy
beliefs, so that all responses were in the same direction for analysis, with higher scores
indicating a more favorable attitude. After checking for reliability scores of evaluation
items of each belief (all α > .70), the mean scores for the belief strength and evaluation
items were then multiplied to create belief-specific composite scores for each outcome.
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After checking the reliability of the 14 items in the scale (α = .72), a composite score for
outcome beliefs was then calculated by averaging all the belief-specific composite scores
(M = 2.24, SD = 0.59).
Injunctive norm beliefs. The strength of gay men’s beliefs about referents’
injunctive normative expectations about PrEP uptake (e.g., “Please rate the extent to
which you agree that [referent] shares your beliefs about taking PrEP on a continuum
from 1 to 7”) was assessed on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7
(strongly agree). Their motivation to comply with these referents (e.g., “When it comes
to PrEP, I want to do what my doctor thinks I should do”) was assessed on a seven-point
scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The mean scores for
individual referent injunctive norm belief strength and motivation to comply then were
multiplied to create referent-specific injunctive norm belief composite scores for each
referent. After checking for reliability (α = .83), a composite score for indirect injunctive
norm beliefs was then calculated by averaging all referent-specific injunctive norm belief
composite scores (M = 3.21, SD = 1.34).
Descriptive norm beliefs. The strength of gay men’s beliefs about referents’
descriptive normative expectations about PrEP uptake (e.g., “My gay friends are taking
PrEP”) was assessed on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (false) to 7 (true). Their
identification with these referents (e.g., “When it comes to PrEP, how much do you want
to be like your gay friends?”) was assessed on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (not at
all) to 7 (very much). The mean scores for individual referent descriptive norm belief
strength and identification with referents then were multiplied to create referent-specific
descriptive norm belief composite scores for each referent. After checking for reliability
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(α = .72), a composite score for indirect descriptive norm beliefs then was calculated by
averaging all referent-specific descriptive norm belief composite scores (M = 2.25, SD =
1.13).
Enablers/barriers of behavioral control. The strength of the beliefs gay men had
regarding control factors (either enablers or barriers) to PrEP uptake (e.g., “I expect I will
be able to afford PrEP”) was assessed on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The perceived control factor (e.g., “I think having health
insurance would help me take PrEP”) was assessed on a seven-point scale ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The means of these individual control belief
strength and power scores were multiplied to create composite scores for each enabler
and barrier. Then I checked reliability for the three enabler items as a scale (α = .36),
dropping the item “social applications such as Grindr helped me to take PrEP” to form a
two-item scale with a good reliability score (α = .79). The composite score for enabler
scale was then calculated for perceived behavioral control enablers (M = 1.64, SD = 0.56)
by averaging the individual enabler-specific composite scores. The two barrier items
formed a scale with a marginally acceptable reliability score (α = .62). The limited
number of barrier items can cause the low reliability scores, so I still created a composite
score for the barriers (M = 1.81, SD = 0.89) by averaging the individual barrier-specific
composite scores.
Attitudes. Attitudes were directly measured through responses to the question,
“Overall, I think PrEP is”: on four 7-point semantic differential adjective pairs (goodbad, unfavorable-favorable, harmful-beneficial, important-unimportant). Responses to
the good-bad and important-unimportant items were reverse coded so that all responses
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were in the same direction for analysis, with higher scores indicating a more favorable
attitude. After checking for reliability (α = .89), I created a composite score for attitudes
by averaging the means of the individual items (M = 6.17, SD = 1.17).
Perceived norms. Perceived social norm was directly measured with three
questions (e.g., “People who are important to me think I should start on taking PrEP”) on
a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). After
checking for the reliability of the scale (α = .73), I created an overall composite score for
perceived norms by averaging the means of the individual items (M = 4.58, SD = 1.34).
Perceived behavioral control. Perceived behavioral control was measured
directly with three questions. Two of the questions (“I am confident that I can start on
PrEP uptake” and “Whether I start on PrEP uptake is entirely up to me”) were asked on a
seven-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), and one
question (“For me, getting on PrEP is…”) was assessed using a seven-point semantic
differential adjective scale from 1 (easy) to 7 (hard). Responses to the third question were
reverse coded. However, a scale consisting of all three items presented an unacceptable
reliability score (α = .54), so the last question (“for me, getting on PrEP is hard/easy”)
was consequentially dropped. The remaining two items formed a scale with marginally
acceptable reliability (α = .69), and an overall composite score for perceived behavioral
control was calculated by averaging the means of these two individual items (M = 1.94,
SD = 1.05).
Actual control. Actual control variables included skills and environmental
constraints. By the results of formative interviews, I operationalized skills as two actual
skills: drug label interpretation skills and knowledge of HIV/AIDS and PrEP. It is
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important to distinguish these variables from the self-reported perception of knowledge,
as these two measures tested participants’ actual skills in drug label interpretation and
knowledge in HIV/AIDS and PrEP. Drug label interpretation skills were assessed using
five statements regarding a sample drug label (see Appendix B). Participants were given
the option “True,” “False,” and “I don’t know,” and were asked not to guess the answer.
Two of the five statements were incorrect statements. When a participant evaluated a
statement correctly, he received one point for the statement; when a participant chose “I
don’t know,” he received zero points for the item; when a participant evaluated a
statement incorrectly, he lost one point on the statement. Across the five items counted, a
participant could receive a score ranging from −5 to 5. A composite score for label
interpretation was then calculated by adding scores for all five items (M = 3.53, SD =
1.56).
The second variable I used to measure relevant skills was knowledge of
HIV/AIDS and PrEP. The HIV/AIDS knowledge scale was modified based on Carey and
Schroder’s (2002) HIV knowledge questionnaire (HIV-KQ-18). Only six relevant items
were selected from the scale, and four of the six statements were false (e.g., “A person
can get HIV by sharing a glass of water with someone who has HIV”). I used the same
scoring rule as the label interpretation scale and recoded participants’ answers. Across the
six items, the composite score for label interpretation was then calculated by adding the
scores for six items together (M = 4.46, SD = 1.71). The PrEP knowledge scale was
created based on the CDC’s brief knowledge website on PrEP. Six important knowledge
statements were created to test participants’ knowledge on PrEP, and five of the six
statements were incorrect (e.g., “I can safely stop using condoms if I take PrEP”). I used
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the same scoring rule as the label interpretation scale and recoded participants’ answers.
Across the six items, the composite score for label interpretation was then calculated by
adding scores for six items (M = 3.91, SD = 2.01). Arguably, participants demonstrated
adequate knowledge of HIV/AIDS and PrEP, as well as on label interpretation.
The relevant environmental constraint constructs were derived from formative
interviews; these items assessed LGBTQ-unfriendly community and providers, rural
residence location, lack of access to a doctor, low English fluency, poor understanding of
health care system in the United States, and unsupportive political climate. I asked
participants to evaluate their actual experience in these relevant environmental obstacles
(e.g., “I live in an urban area”) using a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). All seven items were then recoded with higher scores
indicating more frequent experience with the specific environmental constraints. The
recoded items formed a scale with marginal reliability (α = .60); dropping any item did
not improve the reliability score. This might be explained by the large range of different
issues asked about in this scale. I then checked inter-item correlations, which ranged
from .12 to .43 (when p < .05), and most of these items were strongly related. Thus, I
decided to not compute a composite variable for environmental constraint but rather use
the items individually. Examining the descriptive statistics of each item, I found that gay
men reported a relatively frequent experience with listed environmental constraints, with
a mean score ranging from 5.70 to 6.86 on the 7-point Likert type scale on these items.
Intention. Behavioral intention of PrEP uptake was measured using a four-item
measure (e.g., “I intend to take PrEP”) on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (definitely
don’t) to 7 (definitely do). In the PrEP taker’s survey, I asked participants to “please think
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about your intention before you started taking PrEP for the first time.” After checking for
reliability (α = .82), I then calculated the composite score for behavioral intention by
averaging the individual items (M = 4.73, SD = 1.83).
Behavior. PrEP uptake behavior was measured using four questions asking
whether the participant has ever taken PrEP, whether the participant was currently taking
PrEP, how long they have taken PrEP, and whether they had stopped taking PrEP more
than 30 days. These four questions formed four individual dichotomous behavioral
variables: the uptake variable (takers vs. non-takers; takers are those who had either
previously taken PrEP and those who were currently taking PrEP, and non-takers are
those who had never taken PrEP before), the current uptake variable (current takers vs.
not current takers), uptake duration, and uptake pause.
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Table 3: Demographic Information

n
Mean Age
State of Residence
California
New York
Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic white
Asian
African American
Hispanic
Multi-racial
Native American
Pacific Islander
Other
Relationship Status
Single
Monogamous
Open relationship
Monogamous
marriage
Open marriage
Triad
Polygamous
Other
Education
Less than high
school/GED
High school/GED
Associate
Bachelor
Master
PhD
Other

Overall
Sample
420
47.03 (SD =
14.15)

PrEP Takers

Chi-square
Test

210
43.13 (SD =
12.84)

PrEP Nontakers
210
50.93 (SD =
14.35)

270 (64.3%)
150 (35.7%)

136 (64.8%)
74 (35.2%)

134 (63.8%)
76 (36.2%)

χ2 = .05, p =
.92

278 (64.3%)
45 (10.7%)
13 (3.1%)
39 (9.3%)
18 (4.3%)
6 (1.4%)
1 (0.2%)
20 (4.8%)

128 (61%)
24 (11.4%)
8 (3.8%)
23 (11%)
13 (6.2%)
5 (2.4%)
1 (0.5%)
8 (3.8%)

150 (71.4%)
21 (10%)
5 (2.4%)
16 (7.6%)
5 (2.4%)
1 (0.5%)
0
12 (5.7%)

χ2 = 13.51,
p = .07

215 (51.2%)
96 (22.9%)
44 (10.5%)
29 (6.9%)

112 (53.3%)
40 (19%)
27 (12.9%)
9 (4.3%)

103 (49%)
56 (26.7%)
17 (8.1%)
20 (9.5%)

χ2 = 14.51,
p = .06

23 (5.5%)
1 (0.2%)
4 (1.0%)
8 (1.9%)

16 (7.6%)
1 (0.5%)
2 (1%)
3 (1.4%)

7 (3.3%)
0
2 (1%)
5 (2.4%)

2 (0.5%)

1 (0.5%)

1 (0.5%)

62 (14.8%)
60 (14.3%)
167 (39.8%)
85 (20.2%)
37 (8.8%)
7 (1.7%)

31 (14.8%)
33 (15.7%)
86 (41%)
39 (18.6%)
18 (8.6%)
2 (1%)

31 (14.8%)
27 (12.9%)
81 (38.6%)
46 (21.9%)
19 (9%)
5 (2.4%)
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χ2 = 2.64, p
= .85

Chapter Four: Results
Regression Analyses
To test H1 to H3 and answer RQ3, I used multiple regression analysis and path
modeling to explore how background variables, as well as direct and indirect measures of
IMBP behavioral beliefs, influence intention and how intention affects behavior. I built a
series of hierarchical multiple regression models using blockwise entry methods for
continuous variables and logistic regression when dependent variables were dichotomous
(i.e., PrEP uptake, current PrEP uptake, and uptake pause). Each model used one
dependent variable as the dependent variable; the first block of independent variables
included intention; the second block included direct measures of behavioral beliefs; the
third block included indirect measures of behavioral beliefs; the last block included
relevant background variables. I used a total of four relevant background demographic
variables in these models: age, ethnicity (recoded dummy variable; 0 = non-Hispanic
White, 1 = others), relationship status (recoded dummy variable; 0 = monogamous
relationship/marriage, 1= others), and education (higher value indicating higher education
degree). In total, four regression models with four different behavior variables were
tested.
First, I built three separate logistic regression models for the three separate
dichotomous behavior outcome variables, namely PrEP uptake, past PrEP uptake, and
PrEP uptake pauses. As previously discussed, four blocks with four sets of independent
variables were entered block-wise into each logistic model. I used the chi-square statistic
and its significance level to interpret the model performance of each block in each model
(please see Table 4 for more details). For effect size in logistic regression models, I used
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Cox and Snell’s R Square as the estimate of model effect size given its conservative
estimation (Field, 2013). All analyses were performed using SPSS 23.
For the PrEP uptake model, all four blocks had excellent model fits (χ2 = [131.67
- 172.41], all p < .001, R2 = [.27 - .34]). Five IMBP variables were significant predictors
of current PrEP uptake behavior, and they were intention (OR = 2.09, p < .001),
perceived norm (OR = 0.72, p < .01), perceived behavioral control (OR = 0.70 p < .01),
outcome expectancy beliefs (OR = 2.46, p < .01), and behavioral control enablers (OR =
1.63, p < .01). This means that a participant who reported stronger intention, stronger
behavioral control enablers, stronger outcome expectancy beliefs, but weaker perceived
normative beliefs and weaker perceived behavioral control was more likely to be a
current PrEP taker. For full details on path coefficients of each model, please see Table
5.
For the current PrEP uptake model, all four blocks had excellent model fits (χ2 =
[90.32 - 167.44], all p < .001, R2 = [.20 - .33]; see Table 4 for full details). Four IMBP
variables were significant predictors of overall PrEP uptake behavior, and they were
intention (OR = 1.87, p < .001), perceived norm (OR = 0.63, p < .001), perceived
behavioral control (OR = 0.65, p < .01), and outcome expectancy beliefs (OR = 3.95, p
< .01). In addition, three background variables, including age (OR = 0.95, p < .001),
relationship status (OR = 1.73, p < .05), and education (OR = 1.25, p < .05), were all
significant predictors of PrEP uptake behavior. This means that a participant who was
younger in age, not in a monogamous relationship/marriage, and was more educated was
more likely to be a PrEP taker. In addition, a participant who reported stronger intention,
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stronger perceived normative beliefs, and stronger outcome expectancy beliefs, but
weaker perceived behavioral control was more likely to be a PrEP taker.
For the PrEP uptake pause model, the model fitted the data at all four blocks (χ2 =
[5.78 – 29.02], all p < .01, R2 = [.03 - .13]) but had relatively smaller effect sizes
throughout. Only two IMBP variables were significant predictors of PrEP uptake pause,
and they were intention (OR = 1.27, p < .05) and outcome expectancy beliefs (OR = 3.32,
p < .001). This means a participant who reported stronger intention and stronger outcome
expectancy beliefs was less likely to stop taking PrEP.
Then, I built a hierarchical multiple regression model testing the relationship
between IMBP variables and PrEP uptake duration (months). I used the F statistic and its
significance level to interpret the model performance of each block in this model (please
see Table 4 for more details). For this multiple regression model, the model fit the data
only in two blocks: in block 2 (F = 2.41, p < .05, R2 = .05) and block 4 (F = 3.53, p
< .001, R2 = .18). The two significant predictors of PrEP uptake duration were attitudes
(B = 4.24, β = .18, p < .05) and age (B = 0.65, β = .33, p < .001). This means an older
participant who reported stronger attitudes towards PrEP was more likely to take PrEP
for a longer time.
To answer RQ3, which asked how these relevant background variables would
affect gay men’s PrEP uptake. The results showed that age, relationship status, and
education predicted current PrEP uptake; and age predicted the length of PrEP uptake. As
seen from the regression analyses, different IMBP variables predicted different PrEP
behaviors. To better test H1 to H3, I chose to focus on the current PrEP uptake as the
main behavior variable in further analyses.
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Path Modeling
Considering the structure of the IMBP, in which intention serves as a mediator
between behavioral beliefs and behavior, I built two path models (one with direct
measures and one with indirect measures of the IMBP behavioral beliefs) to capture the
theoretical structure. Specifically, the models used dichotomous PrEP uptake behavior as
the dependent variables, either direct or indirect measures of the IMBP behavioral beliefs
as predictors, and intention as the mediator. Given the dichotomous nature of the
endogenous variable, I used maximum likelihood (ML) estimation to accommodate the
dichotomous endogenous variable. ML estimates a model with standard errors and a chisquare test statistic (when applicable), which are robust to non-normality and nonindependence of observations. The ML standard errors are computed using a sandwich
estimator. To compute more accurate results, I used the conservative estimation of
bootstrapping with the direct and indirect effects instead of using maximum likelihood
parameter (MLR) estimation. The ML estimations were completed using MPLUS, with
5,000 bootstrapped repetitions. Given the models tested were full saturated models with 0
degrees of freedom, the results did not produce any model fit indices. The results of each
model are twofold. First, I interpreted the path coefficients specified by IMBP (as shown
in Figures 1 and 2). Then, I used the bootstrapped results within the confidence interval
of 95% to examine the direct and indirect effects of endogenous variables on PrEP uptake
behavior.
For the indirect IMBP model, 27.9% of variance in intention was explained by the
indirect measures of behavioral beliefs, and 43.4% of variance in PrEP uptake behavior
was explained by intention and indirect measures of behavioral beliefs (all p < .001). As
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shown in Figure 1, intention predicted PrEP uptake behavior (OR = 1.88, p < .001);
outcome expectancy beliefs predicted intention (B = 1.13, β = 1.37, p < .001); injunctive
norms predicted intention (B = 0.28, β = .15, p < .05); and descriptive norms predicted
intention (B = 0.18, β = .11, p < .05). On PrEP uptake behavior, outcome expectancy
beliefs had both significant direct effects (β = .26, OR = 1.30, β [.14 - .39], p < .05) and
significant indirect effects (β = .18, OR = 1.19, β [.12 - .23], p < .05); injunctive norms
had significant indirect effects (β = .07, OR = 1.07, β [.02 - .13], p < .05) but not
significant direct effects (β = .03, [-.07 - .10]); descriptive norms had significant indirect
effects (β = .05, OR = 1.05, β [.01 - .11], p < .05) but not significant direct effects (β
= .11, [−.01 - .23]); behavioral control enablers did not have significant indirect effects (β
= −.03, [−.07 - .01]) or significant direct effects (β = .11, [−.01 - .21]); ]); behavioral
control barriers did not have significant indirect effects (β = −.09, [-.18 - .04]) or
significant direct effects (β = .08, [−.12 - .19]).
For the direct IMBP model, 27.7% of variance in intention was explained by the
direct measures of behavioral beliefs, and 44.1% of variance in PrEP uptake behavior
was explained by intention and direct measures of behavioral beliefs (all p < .001). As
shown in Figure 2, intention predicted PrEP uptake behavior (OR = 1.87, p < .001);
attitudes predicted intention (B = 0.38, β = .24, p < .001); perceived norms predicted
intention (B = .39, β = .29, p < .05); and perceived behavioral control predicted intention
(B = −0.50, β = −.29, p < .05). On PrEP uptake behavior, attitudes had significant indirect
effects (β = .12, OR = 1.13, β [.07 - .18], p < .05) but not significant direct effects (β
= .02, [−.09 - .13]); perceived norms had significant indirect effects (β = −.14, OR = 0.87,
β [−.19 - −.09], p < .05) but not significant direct effects (β = −.18, [−.28 - .03]); direct
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behavioral control had significant indirect effects (β = −.14, OR = 0.87, β [−.20 - −.09], p
< .05) but not significant direct effects (β = −.14, [−.26 - .02]).
Thus, the results showed that H1 was fully supported because attitudes and
outcome expectancy beliefs predicted intention and intention further predicted PrEP
uptake. Also, H2 was fully supported by the results because injunctive norms, descriptive
norms, and perceived norms positively predicted intention, which positively predicted
PrEP uptake. H3 was not supported as perceived behavioral control negatively predicted
intention.
Bivariate Correlations
To answer RQ1, which asked which PrEP behavioral beliefs the strongest
predictors of PrEP uptake intentions and PrEP uptake were, I computed two rounds of
bivariate correlations, first examining the correlations between composite behavioral
beliefs (e.g., attitudes) and intention, and then examining the correlations between
composite behavioral beliefs and current PrEP uptake (see Table 6 for full details). I used
the Pearson’s r for estimation in the first round of correlations, and I used Spearman’s rho
for estimation in the second round of correlations because PrEP uptake was a
dichotomous variable. Attitudes (r = .30, p < .01), outcome expectancy beliefs (r = .48, p
< .01), injunctive norm (r = .36, p < .01), descriptive norms (r = .33, p < .01), perceived
norms (r = .34, p < .01), behavioral control enablers (r = .21, p < .01), and PrEP
knowledge (r = .17, p < .01) were significantly and positively associated with uptake
intention. Attitudes (ρ = .17, p < .001), perceived norms (ρ = .29, p < .001), outcome
expectancy beliefs (ρ = .39, p < .001), injunctive norm (ρ = .26, p < .001), descriptive
norms (ρ = .28, p < .001), and PrEP knowledge (r = .12, p < .05) were significantly and
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positively associated with uptake behavior. Contrary to the predictions, perceived
behavioral control was negatively correlated with intention (r = −.38, p < .01) and
behavior (r = −.35, p < .001). Looking at the correlation coefficients, the strongest
predictor of PrEP intention and PrEP uptake was outcome expectancy beliefs.
To answer RQ2, which asked which specific PrEP beliefs the strongest predictors
of PrEP uptake intentions and PrEP uptake were, I followed the same aforementioned
correlation analyses but with specific PrEP beliefs. The results showed (see Table 7 for
full details) seven positive and three negative outcome expectancy beliefs were correlated
with PrEP uptake intention, and three positive and five negative outcome expectancy
beliefs were correlated with uptake behavior. The positive indirect attitude with the
statistically strongest association with intention and behavior was taking PrEP gives me a
peace of mind (intention: r = .45, p < .01; behavior: ρ = .14, p < .01); the negative
indirect attitude with the statistically strongest association with intention and behavior
was taking PrEP requires extra visits to the doctor’s office (intention: r = −.42, p < .01;
behavior: ρ = −.24, p < .001); the normative referent (both injunctive and descriptive)
with statically strongest association with intention and behavior was gay friends;
information online was the perceived control enabler with strongest association with
intention (r = .26, p < .01) and PrEP uptake (ρ = .13, p < .01).
Moderation Analysis
RQ4 asked how actual control variables, namely skills and environmental
constraints, moderate the intention-behavior relationship. This relationship has often been
left out in empirical IMBP research. To test moderation, I first created interaction terms
for each of the 10 actual control variables (label interpretation skills, HIV knowledge,
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PrEP knowledge, and the seven individual environmental constraints) multiplied by
intention. The goal of this analysis was to estimate the effect of intention on PrEP uptake
behavior and to assess the extent to which this effect is contingent on actual control
variables. For each moderated logistic regression model, I used one actual control
variable as the moderator. I built each model with three blocks of variables: the first
block had intention; the second block had the moderator; and the third block had the
according interaction term (e.g., HIV knowledge * intention). I then used the differences
in chi-square and degrees of freedom between blocks 1 and 2 to determine whether the
actual control variable had significant main effects on PrEP uptake behavior and used
such differences between blocks 2 and 3 to determine whether the effect of intention on
behavior was contingent on the actual control variable in the model. Then, I used the
odds ratio, Wald statistic, and its significance level to determine to what extent that
effects of intention on behavior were contingent on the actual control variable (see Table
8 for full details).
Main effects. Three variables, label interpretation skills, lack of access to an
LGBTQ-friendly doctor(s), and English fluency, had significant main effects on PrEP
uptake behavior. For the label interpretation skills model, the differences in chi-square
between block 1 (χ2 = 100.83, df = 1) and 2 (χ2 = 100.85, df = 2) was 8.02. According to
the chi-square table, that translated to a significant change in chi-square at the .01 level.
The odds ratio for the main effect of label interpretation skills on PrEP uptake behavior
was 0.74 (p < .01), which can be interpreted to mean that a participant with one-unit
lower score in label interpretation skills would be 1.35 times more likely to take PrEP.
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For the lack of LGBTQ-friendly doctor(s) model, the differences in chi-square
between block 1 (χ2 = 134.58, df = 1) and 2 (χ2 = 149.48, df = 2) was 14.90. According to
the chi-square table, that translated to a significant change in chi-square at .01 level. The
odds ratio for the main effect of label interpretation skills on PrEP uptake behavior was
0.67 (p < .001), which can be interpreted to mean that a participant with one-unit lower
score in the lack of an LGBTQ-friendly doctor(s) would be 1.50 times more likely to take
PrEP.
For the English fluency model, the differences in chi-square between block 1 (χ2 =
134.58, df = 1) and 2 (χ2 = 141.32, df = 2) was 6.74. According to the chi-square table,
that translated to a significant change in chi-square at the .01 level. The odds ratio for the
main effect of English fluency barrier on PrEP uptake behavior was 1.76 (p < .05), which
can be interpreted to mean that a participant with one-unit higher score in English fluency
would be 1.67 times more likely to take PrEP.
Interaction effects. Three variables, HIV knowledge, lack of access to a
doctor(s), and lack of health care system knowledge, had significant interaction effects on
PrEP uptake behavior. For the HIV knowledge model, the differences in chi-square
between block 2 (χ2 = 135.18, df = 1) and 3 (χ2 = 140.48, df = 2) was 5.30. According to
the chi-square table, that translated to a significant change in chi-square at the .05 level.
The coefficient for the interaction effect of HIV knowledge on PrEP uptake behavior was
1.11, which can be interpreted as the following: There is a 0.10 difference in log-odds
ratio (OR = 1.11, p < .05) corresponding to an increase in one unit on intention for two
homogenous groups that differ by one unit in HIV knowledge, and there is a 0.10
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difference in log-odds ratio (OR = 1.11, p < .05) corresponding to an increase in one unit
on HIV knowledge for two homogenous groups that differ by one unit in intention.
For the lack of access to doctor(s) model, the differences in chi-square between
block 2 (χ2 = 135.00, df = 1) and 3 (χ2 = 140.66, df = 2) was 5.66. According to the chisquare table, that translated to a significant change in chi-square at the .05 level. The
coefficient for the interaction effect of lack of access to doctor(s) on PrEP uptake
behavior was 0.75, which can be interpreted as the following: There is a 0.29 difference
in log-odds ratio (OR = 0.75, p < .05) corresponding to a decrease in one unit on intention
for two homogenous groups that differ by one unit in lack of access to doctor(s), and
there is a 0.29 difference in log-odds ratio (OR = 0.75, p < .05) corresponding to a
decrease in one unit on lack of access to doctor(s) for two homogenous groups which
differ by one unit in intention.
For the lack of health care system knowledge model, the differences in chi-square
between block 2 (χ2 = 136.88, df = 1) and 3 (χ2 = 143.72, df = 2) was 6.84. According to
the chi-square table, that translated to a significant change in chi-square at the .01 level.
The coefficient for the interaction effect of lack of health care system knowledge on PrEP
uptake behavior was 0.86, which can be interpreted as the following: There is a 0.15
difference in log-odds ratio (OR = 0.86, p < .01) corresponding to a decrease in one unit
on intention for two homogenous groups that differ by one unit in lack of health care
system knowledge, and there is a 0.15 difference in log-odds ratio (OR = 0.86, p < .01)
corresponding to a decrease in one unit on lack of health care system knowledge for two
homogenous groups that differ by one unit in intention.
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Table 4: Multiple Regression Model Performance Summary

Block

Model
Coefficients
Model Fit

1

df
Effect Size
Model Fit

2

df
Effect Size
Model Fit

3

df
Effect Size
Model Fit

4

df
Effect Size

PrEP
Uptake
Χ2 =
131.67***
1

Current
PrEP
Uptake
Χ2 =
90.32***
1

PrEP
Uptake
Duration
F = 2.28

PrEP
Uptake
Pause
Χ2 = 5.78**

1

1

2

R2 = .27

R2 = .20

R = .01

R2 = .03

Χ2 =
151.32***
4

Χ2 =
121.62***
4

F = 2.41*

Χ2 = 8.31*

4

4

2

R2= .31

R2= .26

R = .05

R2= .05

Χ2 =
168.81***
9

Χ2 =
148.21***
9

F = 1.99

Χ2 = 22.10**

9

9

2

R2= .34

R2= .31

R = .08

R2= .10

Χ2 =
172.41***
13

Χ2 =
167.44***
13

F = 3.53***

Χ2 = 29.02**

13

13

R2= .34

R2= .33

R2 = .18

R2= .13

Note: *** significant at .001 level; **significant at .01 level; * significant at .05 level
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Table 5: Multiple Regression Models Path Coefficients Summary

PrEP Uptake

Current
PrEP Uptake PrEP Uptake
PrEP Uptake
Duration
Pause

Intention

OR = 2.09***
[1.80 - 2.43]

OR = 1.87***
[1.61 – 2.17]

B = -1.78
β = −.10

OR = 1.27*
[1.04 – 1.54]

Attitudes

OR =1.03
[0.84 -1.28]

OR =1.00
[0.80 -1.24]

B = 4.24*
β = .18*

OR = 0.92
[0.69 - 1.21]

Perceived Norms

OR = 0.72**
[0.59 - 0.87]

OR = 0.63***
[0.52 - 0.77]

B = 0.61
β = .03

OR = 1.03
[0.82 - 1.30]

Perceived
Behavioral Control

OR = 0.70**
[0.53 - 0.91]

OR = 0.65**
[0.48 - 0.88]

B = −0.54
β = −.02

OR = 0.78
[0.56 - 1.09]

Outcome
Expectancy Beliefs

OR = 2.46**
[1.44 - 4.21]

OR = 3.95**
[2.21 - 7.00]

B = 1.24
β = .03

OR = 3.32***
[0.15 - 0.66]

Injunctive Norms

OR =1.23
[0.87 - 1.171]

OR = 0.91
[0.65 - 1.27]

B = 2.79
β = .11

OR = 0.89
[0.60 - 1.34]

Descriptive Norms

OR =1.17
[0.89 - 1.55]

OR = 0.89
[0.68 - 1.16]

B = −2.60
β = −.13

OR = 0.75
[0.56 - 1.02]

Behavioral Control
Enablers

OR = 1.63*
[1.01 - 2.63]

OR = 1.37
[0.83 - 2.28]

B = −0.24
β = −.01

OR = 1.11
[0.61 - 2.05]

Behavioral Control
Barriers

OR = 1.07
[0.89 - 1.43]

OR = 1.03
[0.83 - 1.27]

B = −0.11
β = −.01

OR = 1.08
[0.79 -1.47]

Age

OR = 0.99
[0.97 -1.00]

OR = 0.95***
[0.94 - 0.98]

B = 0.65***
β = .33***

OR = 1.02
[0.99 - 1.05]

Ethnicity

OR = 1.30
[0.75 - 2.25]

OR = 1.20
[0.69 - 2.09]

B = 1.20
β = .02

OR = 0.95
[0.48 - 1.85]

Relationship

OR = 1.14
[0.66 - 1.95]

OR = 1.73*
[0.97 - 3.08]

B = −0.32
β = −.01

OR = 1.35
[0.66 - 2.75]

Education

OR = 1.02
[0.83 - 1.25]

OR = 1.25*
[0.99 - 1.56]

B = 1.54
β = .07

OR = 1.26
[0.95 - 1.65]

Block
1

2

Variables

3

4

Note: *** significant at .001 level; **significant at .01 level; * significant at .05 level
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Table 6: Relationships Between Composite Behavioral Beliefs and Outcome Variables
Variables

Intention

PrEP Uptake

Pearson’s r

Spearman’s rho

Attitudes

.30**

.17***

Perceived Norms

.34**

.29***

Perceived Behavioral Control

−.38**

−.35***

Outcome Expectancy Beliefs

.48**

.39***

Injunctive Norms

.36**

.26***

Descriptive Norms

.33**

.28***

Behavioral Control Enablers

.21**

.09, p = .07

Behavioral Control Barriers

.10, p = .41

.08, p = .14

Label Interpretation

−.06, p = .37

−.15*

HIV Knowledge

−.01, p = .98

−.01, p = .96

PrEP Knowledge

.17**

.12*

LGBTQ−friendly community

.08, p = .11

.10*

Urban residency

.04, p = .42

.05, p = .29

Access to doctor(s)

−.02, p = .66

−.04, p = .45

LGBTQ−friendly doctor

.01, p = .93

.16**

English fluency

.03, p = .49

.10*

Healthcare system knowledge

−.08, p = .10

−.01, p = .77

Supportive political climate

.02, p = .68

−.03, p = .59

Environmental Constraints

Note: *** significant at .001 level; **significant at .01 level; * significant at .05 level
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Table 7: Relationships Between Specific Behavioral Beliefs and Outcome Variables
Outcome Expectancy Beliefs
Intention
PrEP Uptake
Taking PrEP……
gives a peace of mind
.45**
.14**
adds a layer of HIV protection
.35**
.13*
reduces the risk of HIV infections
.30**
.05, p = .29
makes me responsible for my
.37**
.02, p = .65
health
helps me getting HIV tested
.30**
.06, p = .21
regularly
helps me feel less anxious about
.32**
.03, p = .50
HIV
help me feels safer when having
.19**
.10*
unprotected sex
make me feel like part of the gay
−.06, p = .23
−.02, p = .69
community
makes me feel stigmatized
−.06, p = .28
−.11*
is expansive
−.09, p = .08
.01, p = .95
means I can have riskier sex
−.08, p = .10
−.19***
adds burden to my daily routine
−.23**
−.10*
gives side effects
−.26**
−.17**
requires extra visits to the doctor’s
−.42**
−.24***
office
Injunctive Normative Referents
My doctor(s)
.26**
.33***
Gay friends
.42**
.28***
Friends in general
.29**
.19***
Family
.23**
.13**
Descriptive Normative Referents
My doctor(s)
.17**
.16**
Gay friends
.36**
.30***
Members of the gay community
.31**
.19***
Family
.10, p = .05
.08, p = .13
Perceived Enablers and Barriers
LGBTQ−friendly doctor(s)
.13**
.09, p = .54
Information online
.26**
.13**
Social apps such as Grindr
−.15**
−.07, p = .17
Cost of PrEP
.02, p = .70
−.05, p = .27
Stigma against PrEP
−.15**
−.06, p = .25
Note: *** significant at .001 level; **significant at .01 level; * significant at .05 level
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Table 8: Moderated Logistic Regression Results
Block 1
(χ2/ df)

Block 2(χ2/
df)

Block 3
(χ2/ df)

∆1

∆2

Main
Effect OR

Interaction
Effect OR

Label interpretation
skills

100.83 / 1

108.85 / 2

108.85/ 3

8.02 / 1**

0 /1

0.74**

1.00, p = .96

HIV knowledge

134.58 / 1

135.18 / 2

140.48 / 3

0.60 / 1

5.30 / 1*

PrEP knowledge

134.58 / 1

134.97 / 2

135.68/ 3

0.39 / 1

0.71 /1

Variable
Skills

0.95, p =
.44
0.97, p =
.53

1.11*
0.97. p = .41

Environmental Constraints (recoded)
LGBTQ-friendly
community

134.58 / 1

135.07 /2

137.52

0.49 / 1

2.45 / 1

1.06, p =
.48
0.99, p =
.99
0.89, p =
.52

Urban residency

134.58 / 1

134.58 / 2

134.71 / 3

0/1

0.13 / 1

Access to doctor(s)

134.58 / 1

135.00 /2

140.66 / 3

0.42 / 1

5.66 / 1*

LGBTQ-friendly
doctor(s)

134.58 / 1

149.48 / 2

151.38 / 3

14.9 / 1**

1.90 /1

0.67***

0.91, p = .15

English fluency

134.58 / 1

141.32 / 2

141.53 / 3

6.74 / 1**

0.20 / 2

1.76 *

0.92, p = .63

Healthcare system
knowledge

136.85 / 1

1.08, p = .11
1.02, p =.71
0.75*

0.98, p =
0.86**
.87
1.04, p =
Current political climate
134.58 / 1
135.03 / 2
135.04 / 3
0.45 / 1
0.01 / 1
1.00, p = .91
.50
Note: *** significant at .001 level; **significant at .01 level; * significant at .05 level; ∆ 1 = block 2 - block 1; ∆ 2 = block 3 block 2.
136.88 / 2

143.72 / 3
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0.03/ 1

6.84 / 1**
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Chapter Five: Discussion
Discussion of Results
The current project used the IMBP to examine the relevant factors predicting
PrEP uptake among gay men. I recruited 500 gay men to participate in the main survey.
The results supported the hypotheses that attitudes, outcome expectancy beliefs,
injunctive norms, descriptive norms, and perceived norms positively predicted intention
to take PrEP, which predicted PrEP uptake among gay men (H1 and H2). The results did
not support the hypotheses that perceived behavioral control and perceived control
enablers/barriers positively predicted intention (H3); in this case, perceived behavioral
control negatively predicted intention. This counter-intuitive finding will be discussed
later in this section.
RQ1 and RQ2 asked which behavioral beliefs and specific PrEP beliefs are the
strongest predictors of PrEP uptake intentions and PrEP uptake. Outcome expectancy
beliefs, which represented the indirect measure of attitude, were the IMBP composite
variable that had the strongest association with intention and PrEP uptake; individually,
“taking PrEP gives me peace of mind”, “taking PrEP requires extra visit to the doctor’s
office,” normative reference from gay friends and a doctor(s), and information online
were specific IMBP beliefs that showed the strongest association with intention and PrEP
uptake. In addition, the results showed that label interpretation skills, lack of LGBTQfriendly doctor(s), and English fluency directly influenced PrEP uptake; whereas HIV
knowledge, lack of access to a doctor, and lack of American health care system
knowledge moderated the relationship between intention and PrEP uptake.
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Attitudes and outcome expectancy beliefs are the strongest predictors of PrEP
uptake intention, and this aligned with most findings in the previous research. Previous
meta-analyses on the reasoned action approach theories (i.e., the TRA and the TPB;
Albarracín, Johnson, Fishbein, & Muellerleile, 2001; Armitage & Conner, 2001) found
that attitudinal beliefs were the strongest predictors of intention. Outcome expectancy
beliefs, the indirect measures of attitudes, gave more in-depth understandings of the
specific attitudinal beliefs that could influence behavioral intention and behavior.
The results showed that perceived behavioral control negatively predicted
intention and PrEP uptake. This finding contradicted what the IMBP hypothesized and
what previous research has found. Given the study had a dichotomous behavior variable,
the results could be interpreted as PrEP takers reported a lower sense of perceived control
over taking PrEP than non-takers. Taking PrEP is a complex behavior that requires
multiple previous steps. In most cases, taking PrEP involves researching information
online, seeing a health care provider, receiving HIV and blood tests, attaining and filling
a prescription, and scheduling regular follow-up visits with health care providers;
complications can occur during any point in this process. Having first-hand experience of
the complicated process, PrEP takers might have a better understanding that taking PrEP
depended on other factors (e.g., insurance coverage) and sometimes on other people (e.g.,
a healthcare provider who is willing to prescribe PrEP). Thus, the PrEP takers might
report lower scores on the items asking whether “taking PrEP is totally up to me” and
“taking PrEP is easy” than those who PrEP non-takers who had not experienced the
complicated process. This stands in contrast to behaviors such as following fish
consumption advisory recommendations (Niederdeppe, Connelly, Labuer, & Knuth,
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2015) or eating five vegetable subgroups (Senkowski, Branscum, Maness, & Larson,
2017).
The results showed that some actual control variables were significant moderators
of intention and PrEP uptake. The results showed that HIV knowledge, lack of access to a
doctor, and lack of health care system knowledge were significant moderators for the
intention-behavior relationship. A gay man might have strong intention to take PrEP
because he has favorable attitudinal beliefs and strong normative references for taking
PrEP, but he might not take PrEP because he has poor HIV knowledge, does not have a
doctor, or has a hard time understanding how healthcare works in the United States.
Scholars and professionals should consider addressing those potential challenges when
promoting PrEP uptake among gay men. The results of the current project showed the
broad behavioral beliefs as well as specific PrEP beliefs that affected gay men’s PrEP
uptake. These results make important theoretical contributions and offer practical
implications for those who want to promote PrEP uptake among gay men.
Theoretical Contributions
The current study tested the IMBP in a new population within a novel context.
PrEP is beneficial to many gay men for managing sexual health and HIV risk. The IMBP
offers structured and grounded guidelines to understand this socially complex behavior.
The findings add to the current knowledge of behavioral prediction and the understanding
of PrEP uptake among gay men.
The current project was the first one, to the best of my knowledge, to
systematically measure skills and environmental constraints and further analyze how they
moderated the relationship between intention and behavior. It can be challenging to
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measure these actual control variables because they are often multifaceted and require
numerous survey items to measure them, which can increase respondent burden. The
measures used in the main survey, though, offer new ways to operationalize these two
important variables. The study used established measures to test the participants’ skills,
namely HIV knowledge, PrEP knowledge, and label interpretation skills. These skill
measures objectively tested participants’ knowledge and ability rather than testing their
subjective perceptions of their own skills like found in some previous studies (e.g., Byers
& Sears, 2012; Rios-Zertuche et al., 2017). The main survey used data from formative
interviews to construct the scale measuring the specific environmental constraints gay
men faced related to PrEP uptake. The current study is the first, to the best of my
knowledge, to systematically measure specific environmental constraints in IMBP
research. It is possible to measure environmental constraints objectively (e.g., assessing
the driving distance between a participant and his healthcare provider), but that was
beyond the scope of the cross-sectional survey design of the current project. These
measures hopefully can help future IMBP research to systematically measure actual
control variables and maybe further encourage researchers to find more refined and
simplified ways to measure them. The findings showed that some skills and
environmental constraints moderated the intention-behavior relationship. One of the most
important advancements of the IMBP from previous reasoned action approach theories
was the addition of actual control variables and their hypothesized impacts on the
intention-behavior relationship. I hope the findings of the current project take a longoverdue step in further advancing our understanding of the IMBP and bring attention to
this important but often neglected part of the theory. It is more likely that we can make
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theoretical advancement if we turn our attention to those untested relationships of the
IMBP rather than entirely focusing on the traditionally tested relationships in the theory.
The project used indirect and direct measures of the IMBP behavioral beliefs, and the
uses of both types of measures were not common in the IMBP research. The indirect
measures of the IMBP behavioral beliefs can add burden to the researchers and
participants because they require formative research and many additional items in the
survey. However, indirect measures have clear benefits in IMBP research. Direct
measures are the broad assessment of behavioral beliefs and can leave more room for
noise and errors when used to measure a complex behavior. Direct measures do not
evaluate the multiple dimensions of a behavioral belief but rather the general category.
For example, the direct measures of perceived norms asked participants to rate to what
extent they agreed with “people who are important to me think I should take PrEP”
without identifying specific normative referents. “People who are important to me”
means different referents to different participants. Using the indirect measures can help
the researcher to understand to what extent each specific referent affects intention and
behavior, and such referent-specific analyses can help researchers find the main
influencers of PrEP uptake rather than the broad category of “people who are important.”
On the other hand, solely relying on indirect measures that assess specific normative
referent beliefs (in this study, e.g., doctor, gay friends) might not include the complete list
of all referents that are important to someone (e.g., a co-worker, a teacher), as a list of
“people who are important to me” is subjective. Thus, it is important to use both indirect
and direct measures in IMBP research to minimize potential for error.
Empirical Contributions
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The current project performed a systematic literature search on the IMBP, and the
results of the search should offer a relatively comprehensive look at the current state of
the IMBP quantitative research. The literature research showed the common practices in
the current IMBP research and identified some issues as well.
First, the most common research design used in IMBP research was the crosssectional survey design. Out of the 41 articles reviewed, 32 articles collected their data
from a cross-sectional survey, and the rest of them used longitudinal survey design. In
addition, in these surveys, all studies except one measured and reported all three IMBP
behavioral beliefs (i.e., attitudes, normative beliefs, and self-efficacy/perceived control).
However, 17 articles measured behavioral intention but not behavior, two articles
measured behavior but not behavioral intention, and only 22 articles measured both.
Second, a variety of background variables were measured and analyzed in the current
IMBP literature. Out of the 41 articles reviewed, 35 articles measured some form of
relevant background or distal variables in their studies and further analyzed their impacts
on behavioral beliefs, intention, and/or behavior.
Third, in terms of inconsistencies and issues in the current IMBP research, the
results of the systematic literature review showed that indirect measures were not often
used, which can produce more specific and robust results that can be used to inform
message design. Fourth, the research found large variations in the statistical analyses
used to analyze the relationships between IMBP variables, and this can potentially create
issues in compiling the results across studies and accumulating existing knowledge. The
results of the literature research showed two articles used bivariate correlation analysis;
18 articles used variations of regression analysis; 18 articles used path analysis or
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structural equation modeling, and three articles reported only descriptive statistics of the
variables measures or analyzed the differences in IMBP variables based on group
identities.
Lastly, the review found five articles that measured actual control variables and
further identified the issues across these articles. Out of these five articles, only skills
were measured, and environmental constraints were left out in the research. Articles that
measured skills often used subjective perceptions of skills (e.g., Byers & Sears, 2012;
Rios-Zertuche et al., 2017) rather than objective tests of skills. Also, formative research
was not often used to inform which skills were relevant to a particular behavior. The
current study clarified the definition of skills and environmental constraints and further
offered some ways to measures these variables. The study further analyzed how skills and
environmental constraints moderated the relationship between intention and behavior.
Practical Implications
PrEP is an effective way to prevent HIV infections in high-risk populations, and
many gay men can benefit from taking PrEP. The PrEP uptake rate remains low in most
of the United States, however. One objective of the current study, therefore, is to use the
understanding of how specific behavioral beliefs predict intention and PrEP uptake to
facilitate the development of campaign messages or marketing strategies promoting PrEP
uptake among gay men. The current study offers some practical suggestions on the basis
of the findings, which identified the salient specific attitudinal beliefs, normative
referents, and control enablers related to intention and PrEP uptake.
First, the results identified several salient attitudinal beliefs that predicted
intention and PrEP uptake. Specifically, the most salient attitudinal beliefs predicting
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intention and PrEP uptake were “taking PrEP gives me peace of mind” and “taking PrEP
requires extra visits to the doctor’s office.” Gilead launched a large-scale PrEP promotion
campaign in June 2018 (Gilead Sciences, 2008), where the campaign framed the Truvada
as “doing more” for one’s sexual health. The marketing campaigns employed campaign
messages to “encourage candid conversations around sexual health and promote public
awareness of HIV prevention” and understand the “do more for health” benefits of
Truvada (Fitzaimons, 2018). The campaign messages reinforced the positive attitudinal
beliefs of “taking PrEP gives an extra layer of protection” and addressed the issues
related to stigma by showing a variety of PrEP takers. Messages and strategies should
keep focusing on the salient attitudinal beliefs that PrEP is an added layer of protection
that gives people a peace of mind and further detach PrEP from the stigmatized images of
medicine for “Truvada whore,” which current campaigns are focusing on. However, as
the results showed, negative attitudinal beliefs negatively predicted intention and PrEP
uptake, and these campaign messages did not address any of these negative attitudinal
beliefs. The negative beliefs of “adds burden to the daily routine” and “gives side effects”
and especially “requires extra visits to the doctor’s office” should be addressed in
campaign messages. Gay men reported the beliefs that multiple doctor’s visits and
regular follow-ups while taking PrEP drove them away from taking PrEP. In the
formative research, one interviewee said that he did not understand the purposes of these
visits and they seemed pointless, so he just stopped taking PrEP to avoid the extra visits.
The CDC recommends that a health care provider should check a PrEP taker’s renal
function and HIV infection status every 3-6 months depending on risk factors (CDC,
2018). We cannot change the nature of taking PrEP because it is a daily medication that
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can possibly give side effects and requires regular medical monitoring. However,
campaigns and marketing efforts should consider giving more information about the side
effects and the extra visits to doctor’s office, and they could further frame the “burden to
daily routine” and “extra visits to doctor’s office” as being responsible for one’s health.
Second, gay friends and doctors are important normative referents for PrEP
uptake. Gay men take their gay friends and doctors’ opinions on PrEP into
considerations, and their gay friends’ PrEP uptake behavior might influence their
behavior. Gilead Science used mass mediated campaigns to promote PrEP uptake
nationwide. However, the results of the current study highlighted the importance of
community-based promotion and interpersonal communication in promoting PrEP uptake
among gay men. Campaign designers should consider localized efforts in promoting
PrEP and further encourage conversation between friends (e.g., “ask your friends about
PrEP”). Professionals should invest in more community efforts that encourage gay men
to form open discussion regarding PrEP and have available professionals who can answer
potential questions.
Third, Gilead Sciences and other public health organizations should continue the
education on PrEP with healthcare providers. It can be challenging for a healthcare
provider to form professional opinions and further offer recommendations to her patients
when she does not have enough information about PrEP. Healthcare providers have
expressed the needs for more information on HIV testing frequency, contraindications to
PrEP use, laboratory monitoring, PrEP eligibility, and adherence counseling on PrEP
(Turner, Roepke, Wardell, & Teitelman, 2018). As results showed, doctor(s) was a salient
injunctive normative referent, meaning that gay men may listen to and follow their
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doctor’s opinions about PrEP. It is important to consider the impacts of health care
providers’ opinions on their patients and encourage providers to form non-judgmental,
informed, and patient-centered opinions about PrEP.
Lastly, gay men experienced the environmental constraints of lack of access to a
doctor and lack of American health care system knowledge when taking PrEP. It could be
beneficial to have clear information on how to find doctors who are willing to prescribe
PrEP and to create an information portal to offer personalized information needed for
PrEP uptake. The portal should provide information such as insurance coverage,
individual cost per month, applicable coupons, a list of healthcare providers nearby, and
easy-to-understand information about the medication and side effects. The information
should be offered in multiple languages and use simple language for those with low
health literacy. This information portal can simplify the complex process of contacting
multiple parties including insurance companies, doctor’s office, and pharmacies for
information about PrEP. This portal can even be extended into a mobile app to have
functions such as daily reminder and refill notifications for PrEP takers.
Limitations and Future Studies
The current study used the results of a cross-sectional survey rather than a
longitudinal survey design. When using a cross-sectional design, we need to interpret the
relationships in the IMBP cautiously. To fully understand how intention predicts
behavior, we need to have at least a two-time point longitudinal survey design. However,
longitudinal designs can be costly and time-consuming, which made such a design
beyond the scope of this project. Longitudinal designs are not common practice in IMBP
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research, though, as only seven out of the 39 articles analyzed in the systematic review
reported the use of a longitudinal design.
The current study did not analyze the entire IMBP model as a full statistical
model mainly due to two reasons. First, the IMBP involved many variables and
relationships, and second, the environmental constraints were multi-faceted and could not
be computed into one composite variable. I attempted to analyze the relationships
between all the IMBP variables in one statistical model using MPlus, but the model had
more than 30 variables, and the model fit suffered because of that. The literature search
did not find any study that analyzed the entire IMBP model rather than certain sections of
the model. This is a limitation of the current study and the empirical testability of the
IMBP. The current study also relied on self-reported measures of behavior, which can
suffer from self-report bias. It might be possible to collect survey data using objective
behavior measures, but that was beyond the scope of the current project.
There are two limitations in the sampling criteria of the study. First, the survey
only recruited gay men in participation. Gay is a sexual orientation identity, but not a
behavioral identity. Some men who have sex with other men but choose not to identify as
gay. MSMs have the same if not higher sexual risks as gay men and are particularly
disadvantaged in sexual health care (Dai & Cohen, 2016). However, the recruitment
faced challenges in recruiting MSMs in an online survey because it is difficult to define
MSMs through “yes or no” questions regarding their sexual behaviors. For example, if
the survey defined MSMs as “men who have sex with other men,” then I might have
recruited men who have infrequent sexual encounters (e.g., I had sex with another man
when I was drunk in college) with other men, and these men are clearly not the
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population of interest for the current study. Thus, the survey only recruited gay men.
Second, the survey only recruited gay men from the states of California and New York,
and such recruitment criteria limited the generalizability of the results. I recruited this
group of participants because of the high acceptance and uptake rate of PrEP in these two
states and hoped to learn from this population and further extend the knowledge to the
nationwide sample.
Future studies should continue the work on measuring and analyzing the actual
control variables of the IMBP. The current study explored actual control variables, but
the operationalization and analysis were not perfect. Researchers should first expand on
different ways to operationalize actual control variables for different health behaviors and
consider creating validated and reliable measures for actual control variables. Also, future
studies should expand the study sample to a large nationwide sample of gay men or focus
on distinctive communities of gay men across the nation (e.g., county-based
comparisons). Also, the United States is the leading nation in PrEP uptake while other
countries have very low uptake rates due to various reasons. The current study should be
replicated in countries where PrEP is markedly available yet unpopular.
Conclusion
The project explored PrEP uptake among gay men and found rich results that had
important theoretical contributions and practical implications. The study developed new
ways to examine and apply the IMBP and offered practical suggestions on how to
promote an important health behavior in an at-risk population. We are far from fully
understanding the IMBP or PrEP uptake behavior among gay men. We have much work
left to do in advancing our understanding of health behaviors through theory-driven
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social scientific research, but the findings should bring us one step closer. Plato said to
“never discourage anyone who continually makes progress, no matter how slow.” I hope
the findings of the current study encourage and inspire future progress in advancing our
knowledge of behavioral prediction and PrEP uptake promotion, no matter how slow.
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Appendix A- Interview Protocol
I. Interview Greeting and Introduction
Hello. My name is Minhao, and I am a fourth-year Ph.D. student in the Department of
Communication at the University of Kentucky. I am conducting a research project to
learn more about what gay men think about PrEP or Truvada.
I am going to ask you a few questions about Truvada and your thoughts about this
medication. Please feel free to be open and honest in your responses. Please know that
your privacy will be protected here as your name will not be identified in any form. As a
matter of fact, you can pick your pseudonym that you want me to use if you wish. I have
previously emailed you the consent form, and please let me know if you have any
questions. (if no questions) So, do you agree to participate in this study?
Now, as disclosed in the consent document, this interview will be audiotaped. I am
recording our conversation because I want to be able to remember everything you share
and to be able to listen to you without having to worry about taking notes. Do I have your
permission to audiotape this conversation? Lastly, I am not here to convince you to take
PrEP or think PrEP in one way or the other. I want to hear what you have to say about
this medication.
Ok. Let’s get started.
II. Question Set 1 – Beliefs about PrEP
All right. Now I’m going to ask you a few questions about your beliefs about PrEP.
Remember, there are no right or wrong answers here. I want to hear your opinions on this
topic.
For knowledge:
•

What do you know about PrEP?

For normative beliefs:
•
•
•
•
•

How popular do you think PrEP is in the gay community?
Who do you believe takes PrEP?
Who do you believe does not/should not use PrEP?
Who do you believe would approve of you taking PrEP?
Who do you believe would disapprove of you taking PrEP?

For outcome beliefs:
•

What do you believe are the advantages of taking PrEP?
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•
•
•

What do you believe are the disadvantages of taking PrEP?
What do you believe are the advantages NOT taking PrEP?
What do you believe are the disadvantages of NOT taking PrEP?
Question Set 2 – Behavior and experience in PrEP uptake

III.

I would like to discuss more your PrEP uptake. Can you please tell me whether you are
currently taking PrEP? Have you ever taken PrEP?
(If the participant answers YES to either of the two behavior questions) Next, I want to
talk about your experience when you intended to and when went to see a healthcare
provider about PrEP. I know it might be a while ago, I would appreciate anything you can
think of for that experience.
For behavior
•
•
•

When did you start taking PrEP?
How long have you taken PrEP?
Did you ever stop taking PrEP? Why?

For intention
•

What made you want to start on PrEP?

For experience
•
•
•

How was your experience in talking/asking about PrEP with your provider?
Did you get a prescription from your provider?
How easy or difficult was it to get a prescription for PrEP?

For skills
(if the participant is confused with what do I mean by skills) I can give you a quick
example of this. Sometimes when people get discharged from a hospital, they are given
new medical devices to use at home. Yet, the skill they need to be able to use those
devices is to be able to read and understand the instruction manual or know when is the
appropriate time to go back if things are not working. So, I am interested in what are
some skills needed in taking the PrEP?
•
•

What do you believe were the necessary skills required to get a PrEP prescription
from a healthcare provider?
What do you believe were the necessary skills you used to get on PrEP?

For environmental constraints
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(if the participant is confused with what do I mean by environmental constraints) I can
give you a quick example of this. When parents in certain rural areas intend to give their
kids the HPV vaccination, they sometimes face the challenge of driving 3 hours to get to
the healthcare provider because that is the closest pediatrician. So, I am interested in what
are environmental constraints you have faced in taking the PrEP?
In your experience
• What were some environmental/social/logistic obstacles in getting a PrEP
prescription from a healthcare provider?
• What were some environmental/social/logistic obstacles when you were trying to
start on taking PrEP?
• What were some environmental/social/logistic facilitators in communicating with
a provider about PrEP?
• What were some environmental/social/logistic facilitators when you were trying
to start taking PrEP?
(If the participant answers NO to both behavior questions) Next, I want to talk about
your intention with starting on PrEP.
For intention
•

How likely are you going to start on PrEP?

For skills
(if the participant is confused with what do I mean by skills) I can give you a quick
example of this. Sometimes when people get discharged from a hospital, they are given
new medical devices to use at home. Yet, the skill they need to be able to use those
devices is to be able to read and understand the instruction manual or know when is the
appropriate time to go back if things are not working. So, I am interested in what are
some skills needed in taking the PrEP?
•
•

What do you believe are the necessary skills required to get a PrEP prescription
from a healthcare provider?
What do you believe are the necessary skills required to start taking PrEP?

For environmental constraints
(if the participant is confused with what do I mean by environmental constraints) I can
give you a quick example of this. When parents in certain rural areas intend to give their
kids the HPV vaccination, they sometimes face the challenge of driving 3 hours to get to
the healthcare provider because that is the closest pediatrician. So, I am interested in what
are environmental constraints you have faced people might face in taking the PrEP?
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•
•
•
•

What do you believe are some environmental/social/logistic obstacles in getting a
PrEP prescription from a healthcare provider?
What do you believe are some environmental/social/logistic obstacles trying to
start on taking PrEP?
What do you believe are some environmental/social/logistic facilitators in
communicating with a provider about PrEP?
What do you believe are some environmental/social/logistic facilitators trying to
start on taking PrEP?

COLLECT DEMOGRAPHIC INFO
IV.

Conclusion

Ok. That’s all of the questions I have. Is there anything else you’d like to share with me
about PrEP? Anything you think I didn’t ask that I should have?
(Answer/facilitate additional questions as necessary.)
That will do it, then. I do appreciate your time. I will send a $15 Amazon egift card to
your account. Is this your email address? (confirm email address). Thanks, again.
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Appendix B: Main Survey Measures
Section 1 – Demographics and behavior
1. What is your age? _____
2. What is your gender?
Male
Female
Transgender
Other _________
3. Which of the following best describes your sexuality?
gay
Straight/heterosexual
Bisexual
Non-gender conforming
Other___________
4. We care about the quality of our data. For us to get the most accurate measures of your
opinions, it is important that you thoughtfully provide your best answers to each question
in this survey. Do you commit to thoughtfully provide your best answers to each
question in this survey?
I will provide my best answers
I will not provide my best answers
I cannot promise either way
5. What is your ethnicity? (Mark all that apply)
American Indian or Native Alaskan _____
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander _____
Asian or Asian American _____
Black or African American _____
Hispanic or Latino _____
Non-Hispanic White _____
6. What is the zip code of your current residence? ________

7. Which of the following best describes your current relationship status?
Single
In a monogamous relationship
In a triad relationship
In a polygamous relationship
In an open relationship
In a monogamous marriage
In an open marriage
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Other_____________
8. What is your highest level of education?
Less than a high school diploma or GED
High school graduate/GED
Associate
Bachelor
Master
PhD or other equivalent
Other
9. What is your current state of residency? (drop-down list)
10. Do you know what PrEP/Truvada is?
Yes
No
11. Are you currently taking PrEP?
Yes → skip question 12; PrEP takers survey
No → question 12
12. Have you ever taken PrEP before?
Yes → PrEP takers survey
No → PrEP non-takers survey
13. How long have you taken PrEP?
______months
14. Have you ever stopped taken PrEP for over 30 days?
Yes
No
*Based on answers to question 11 and 12, respondents were directed either to PrEP
takers survey (version A) or PrEP non-takers survey (version B)
Section 2A – PrEP/Truvada intention and actual control for PrEP takers
12. You have indicated that you have taken or currently are taking PrEP. For the next set
of four questions, please think about your intention before you actually started taking
PrEP for the first time, and answer on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Definitely
Didn’t and 7 = Definitely Did.
I intended to take PrEP
I planned to take PrEP.
I was willing to take PrEP.
I would not have taken PrEP.
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13. Upon reading this prescription label, please circle True, False, or “I don’t know.” If
you do not know, please do not guess; instead, please choose “I don’t know.”
Answers to these question do not affect your eligibility to participate in the survey.

The pill in the bottle is penicillin.
There are 40 tablets in this bottle of medicine.
There are 250 milligrams (MG) of penicillin in this bottle of medicine.
If you take your first tablet at 7:00 am, the next pill should be taken at 3:30 pm.
The last tablet for the day should be taken at 7:00 pm.
14. For each statement, please circle True, False, or “I don’t know.” If you do not know,
please do not guess; instead, please choose “I don’t know.” Answers to these question
do not affect your eligibility to participate in the survey.
Coughing and sneezing do not spread HIV.
A person can get HIV by sharing a glass of water with someone who has HIV.
Showering or washing one’s genitals after sex keeps a person from getting HIV.
People are likely to get HIV by deep kissing, putting their tongue in their partner’s
mouth, if their partner has HIV.
Taking a test for HIV one week after having sex will tell you if you have HIV.
A person can get HIV from oral sex.
PrEP is 100% effective in protecting one against HIV.
PrEP needs to be taken orally every day.
PrEP creates resistance to other HIV medication if a person ever becomes HIV
positive.
I can safely stop using condoms if I take PrEP.
PrEP is only for guys who bottom (receptive anal sex).
Taking PrEP will increase your chance of contracting other sexually transmitted
diseases (STDs).
14. Please rate the extent to which you agree with the following statements about you, on
a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly Agree.
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I live in an LGBTQ-friendly community/neighborhood.
I live in an urban area.
I have access to a doctor.
I have access to an LGBTQ-friendly doctor.
I speak English fluently.
I understand how the American healthcare system works.
I think the current American political climate is supportive of LGBTQ rights.
Section 3A – PrEP/Truvada behavioral beliefs for PrEP takers
Please answer each of the following questions by circling the number that best describes
your opinion. Some of the questions may appear to be similar, but they do address
somewhat different issues. Please read each question carefully.
1. Overall, I think taking PrEP is:
Good
__
Unfavorable
Harmful __
Important __

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

2. Please rate the extent to which you agree with the following statements about taking
PrEP, on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly
Agree.
People who are important to me think I should take PrEP.
I feel social pressure to take PrEP.
I will feel like an outsider if I do not take PrEP.
3. Please rate the extent to which you agree with the following statements about taking
PrEP, on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly
Agree.
I am confident that I can get on PrEP.
Whether I take PrEP is entirely up to me.
4. Please respond to the following statement, on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Easy
and 7 = Hard.
For me, taking PrEP is…
5. Please rate the extent to which you agree with the following statements about taking
PrEP on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly Agree.
Taking PrEP gives me peace of mind.
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Taking PrEP gives me an added layer of protection against HIV infection.
Taking PrEP reduces the risk of HIV infection.
Taking PrEP makes me more conscious and responsible for my health.
Taking PrEP helps me getting tested for HIV regularly.
Taking PrEP makes me feel less anxious about HIV infection.
Taking PrEP makes me feel safer when having unprotected sex.
Taking PrEP makes me feel like part of the gay community.
I feel stigmatized when I take PrEP.
Taking PrEP is expensive.
Taking PrEP means that I can make riskier sexual choices.
Taking PrEP (a daily medication) adds burden to my daily routine.
Taking PrEP gives me side effects.
Taking PrEP requires me to make extra visits to the doctor’s office.
6. When it comes to taking PrEP, I think:
Peace of mind is
Good
__
Unfavorable
Harmful __
Important __

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

An added layer of protection against HIV is
Good
__
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
__
__
Important __
__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Reducing the risk of HIV infection is
Good
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
__
Important __
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Being conscious and responsible for my health is
Good
__
__
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
__
__
__
Important __
__
__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Helping me get tested for HIV is
Good
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
Important __
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__
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__
__
__
__

Feeling less anxious about HIV infection is
Good
__
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
__
__
Important __
__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Feeling safer when having unprotected sex is
Good
__
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
__
__
Important __
__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Feeling like part of the gay community is
Good
__
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
__
__
Important __
__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Stigma against taking PrEP is
Good
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
Important __
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

The cost of PrEP is
Good
__
__
Unfavorable
__
Harmful __
__
Important __
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Adding burden to my daily routine is
Good
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
__
Important __
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Side effects are
Good
__
Unfavorable

__
__

__
__

__
__

Bad
__

__
__
__
__

Being able to have riskier sex is
Good
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
Important __
__
__

__
__

__
__

__
__
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Favorable

Harmful __
Important __

__
__

__
__

__
__

__
__

__
__

__
__

Beneficial
Unimportant

The required extra visits to my doctor’s office are
Good
__
__
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
__
__
__
Important __
__
__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

7. Please rate the extent to which you agree that each person shares your beliefs about
taking PrEP on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Strongly Disagree to 7 = Strongly
Agree.
My doctor(s)
gay friends
Friends in general
Family
8. Please rate the extent to which you agree with each statement on a continuum from 1
to 7, with 1 = Strongly Disagree to 7 = Strongly Agree.
When it comes to taking PrEP, I want to do what my doctor thinks I should do.
When it comes to taking PrEP, I want to do what my gay friends think I should do.
When it comes to taking PrEP, I want to do what my friends think I should do.
When it comes to taking PrEP, I want to do what family thinks I should do.
9. Please rate the extent to which you want to be like the following people when it
comes to taking PrEP on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Not at All to 7 = Very
Much.
My doctor(s)
gay friends
Members of the gay community
Family
10. Please rate the extent to which you think the following statement is true on a
continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = False to 7 = True.
My doctor is taking PrEP.
My gay friends are taking PrEP.
Members of the gay community are taking PrEP.
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11. Please rate the extent to which you agree with the following statements about taking
PrEP, on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly
Agree.
An LGBTQ-friendly doctor helped me to take PrEP
Information online helped me to take PrEP
Social applications such as Grindr helped me to take PrEP
False information about PrEP would prevent me from taking PrEP
The cost of PrEP would prevent me from taking PrEP
The stigma against taking PrEP would prevent me from taking PrEP
12. Please rate the extent to which you agree with the statements about the following
enablers/barriers to taking PrEP, on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Very unlikely
and 7 = Very likely.
I expect I would be able to have an LGBTQ-friendly doctor.
I expect I would be able to find correct information online about PrEP.
I expect I would be able to use a social application such as Grindr to find out more
about PrEP.
I expect I would be able to manage the cost of taking PrEP.
I expect I would be able to manage the stigma of taking PrEP.

Section 2B – PrEP/Truvada intention and actual control for PrEP non-takers
1. Please rate your thoughts about taking PrEP, and answer on a continuum from 1 to 7,
with 1 = Definitely Don’t, and 7 = Definitely Do.
I intend to take PrEP
I plan to take PrEP.
I am willing to take PrEP.
I will not take PrEP.
2. Upon reading this prescription label, please circle True, False, or “I don’t know.” If
you do not know, please do not guess; instead, please choose “I don’t know.”
Answers to these question do not affect your eligibility to participate in the survey.
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The pill in the bottle is penicillin.
There are 40 tablets in this bottle of medicine.
There are 250 milligrams (MG) of penicillin in this bottle of medicine.
If you take your first tablet at 7:00 am, the next pill should be taken at 3:30 pm.
The last tablet for the day should be taken at 7:00 pm.
3. For each statement, please circle True, False, or “I don’t know.” If you do not know,
please do not guess; instead, please choose “I don’t know.” Answers to these question
do not affect your eligibility to participate in the survey.
Coughing and sneezing do not spread HIV.
A person can get HIV by sharing a glass of water with someone who has HIV.
Showering or washing one’s genitals after sex keeps a person from getting HIV.
People are likely to get HIV by deep kissing, putting their tongue in their partner’s
mouth, if their partner has HIV.
Taking a test for HIV one week after having sex will tell you if you have HIV.
A person can get HIV from oral sex.
PrEP is 100% effective in protecting one against HIV.
PrEP needs to be taken orally every day.
PrEP creates resistance to other HIV medication if a person ever becomes HIV
positive.
I can safely stop using condoms if I take PrEP.
PrEP is only for guys who bottom (receptive anal sex).
Taking PrEP will increase your chance of contracting other sexually transmitted
diseases (STDs).
4. Please rate the extent to which you agree with the following statements about you, on
a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly Agree.
I live in an LGBTQ-friendly community/neighborhood.
I live in an urban area.
I have access to a doctor.
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I have access to an LGBTQ-friendly doctor.
I speak English fluently.
I understand how the American healthcare system works.
I think the current American political climate is supportive of LGBTQ rights.
Section 3B – PrEP/Truvada behavioral beliefs for PrEP non-takers
Please answer each of the following questions by circling the number that best describes
your opinion. Some of the questions may appear to be similar, but they do address
somewhat different issues. Please read each question carefully.
13. Overall, I think taking PrEP is:
Good
__
Unfavorable
Harmful __
Important __

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

14. Please rate the extent to which you agree with the following statements about taking
PrEP, on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly
Agree.
People who are important to me think I should take PrEP.
I feel social pressure to take PrEP.
I will feel like an outsider if I do not take PrEP.
15. Please rate the extent to which you agree with the following statements about taking
PrEP, on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly
Agree.
I am confident that I can get on PrEP.
Whether I take PrEP is entirely up to me.
16. Please respond to the following statement, on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Easy
and 7 = Hard.
For me, taking PrEP is…
17. Please rate the extent to which you agree with the following statements about taking
PrEP on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly Agree.
Taking PrEP gives me peace of mind.
Taking PrEP gives me an added layer of protection against HIV infection.
Taking PrEP reduces the risk of HIV infection.
Taking PrEP makes me more conscious and responsible for my health.
Taking PrEP helps me getting tested for HIV regularly.
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Taking PrEP makes me feel less anxious about HIV infection.
Taking PrEP makes me feel safer when having unprotected sex.
Taking PrEP makes me feel like part of the gay community.
I feel stigmatized when I take PrEP.
Taking PrEP is expensive.
Taking PrEP means that I can make riskier sexual choices.
Taking PrEP (a daily medication) adds burden to my daily routine.
Taking PrEP gives me side effects.
Taking PrEP requires me to make extra visits to the doctor’s office.
18. When it comes to taking PrEP, I think:
Peace of mind is
Good
__
Unfavorable
Harmful __
Important __

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

An added layer of protection against HIV is
Good
__
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
__
__
Important __
__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Reducing the risk of HIV infection is
Good
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
__
Important __
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Being conscious and responsible for my health is
Good
__
__
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
__
__
__
Important __
__
__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Helping me get tested for HIV is
Good
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
Important __
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Feeling less anxious about HIV infection is
Good
__
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
__

__
__

__
__

Bad
__
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Favorable

Harmful __
Important __

__
__

__
__

__
__

__
__

Beneficial
Unimportant

Feeling safer when having unprotected sex is
Good
__
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
__
__
Important __
__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Feeling like part of the gay community is
Good
__
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
__
__
Important __
__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Stigma against taking PrEP is
Good
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
Important __
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

The cost of PrEP is
Good
__
__
Unfavorable
__
Harmful __
__
Important __
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Adding burden to my daily routine is
Good
__
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
__
Important __
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

Side effects are
Good
__
Unfavorable
Harmful __
Important __

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

__
__
__
__

Being able to have riskier sex is
Good
__
__
__
Unfavorable
__
__
Harmful __
__
__
Important __
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__

The required extra visits to my doctor’s office are
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Good
__
Unfavorable
Harmful __
Important __

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

Bad
__
Favorable
Beneficial
Unimportant

19. Please rate the extent to which you agree that each person shares your beliefs about
taking PrEP on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Strongly Disagree to 7 = Strongly
Agree.
My doctor(s)
gay friends
Friends in general
Family
20. Please rate the extent to which you agree with each statement on a continuum from 1
to 7, with 1 = Strongly Disagree to 7 = Strongly Agree.
When it comes to taking PrEP, I want to do what my doctor thinks I should do.
When it comes to taking PrEP, I want to do what my gay friends think I should do.
When it comes to taking PrEP, I want to do what my friends think I should do.
When it comes to taking PrEP, I want to do what family thinks I should do.
21. Please rate the extent to which you want to be like the following people when it
comes to taking PrEP on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Not at All to 7 = Very
Much.
My doctor(s)
gay friends
Members of the gay community
Family
22. Please rate the extent to which you think the following statement is true on a
continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = False to 7 = True.
My doctor is taking PrEP.
My gay friends are taking PrEP.
Members of the gay community are taking PrEP.

23. Please rate the extent to which you agree with the following statements about taking
PrEP, on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly
Agree.
An LGBTQ-friendly doctor would help me to take PrEP
Information online would help me to take PrEP
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Social applications such as Grindr would help me to take PrEP
False information about PrEP would prevent me from taking PrEP
The cost of PrEP would prevent me from taking PrEP
The stigma against taking PrEP would prevent me from taking PrEP
24. Please rate the extent to which you agree with the statements about the following
enablers/barriers to taking PrEP, on a continuum from 1 to 7, with 1 = Very unlikely
and 7 = Very likely.
I expect I would be able to have an LGBTQ-friendly doctor.
I expect I would be able to find correct information online about PrEP.
I expect I would be able to use a social application such as Grindr to find out more
about PrEP.
I expect I would be able to manage the cost of taking PrEP.
I expect I would be able to manage the stigma of taking PrEP.
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